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About this Handbook

This handbook, the first of a series on modern analytical ultracentrifugation, is intended for scientists who are contemplating the use of this powerful group of techniques. The goals of this little book are: to introduce you to the sorts of problems that can be solved through the application of analytical ultracentrifugation; to describe the different types of experiments that can be performed in an analytical ultracentrifuge; to describe simply the principles behind the various types of experiments that can be performed; and to guide you in selecting a method and conditions for a particular type of problem.
Glossary

A  Absorbance
B  Second virial coefficient (L mol g⁻²)
c  Solute concentration (g/L)
c₁  Concentration of monomer (g/L)
c₀  Initial solute concentration (g/L)
cₚ  Solute concentration in the plateau region
cₖ  Solute concentration at radial distance r
Cₚ  Molar heat capacity
D  Translational diffusion coefficient
D⁰  Limiting diffusion coefficient; D extrapolated to zero concentration
D₂₀,w  Diffusion coefficient corrected for the density and viscosity of the solvent, relative to that of water at 20°C
f  Frictional coefficient
f₀  Frictional coefficient for a compact, spherical particle
F  Force
g(s)  Distribution of sedimentation coefficients
G°  Standard free energy
H°  Standard enthalpy
j  Fringe displacement (interference optics)
k  Equilibrium constant in the molar scale, expressed in the g/L scale: \( k = K/M \)
K  Equilibrium constant in the molar scale
kₛ  Concentration-dependence of sedimentation coefficient
m  Mass of a single particle
M  Molar weight (g/mol)
M₁  Monomer molar weight
Mₙ, Mₘ, Mₗ  Number, weight and z-average molar weights
Mᵣ  Relative molecular weight
Mₘ,ₚp  Apparent weight-average molar weight (g/mol)
n  Number of moles of solute
N  Avogadro’s number
R  Gas constant (8.314 J mol⁻¹ K⁻¹)
r  Radial distance from center of rotation
\( \bar{r} \)  Radial position of the equivalent boundary determined from the second moment
$r_{\text{bnd}}$  Radial position of solute boundary determined from the point of inflection

$r_b$  Radial position of cell base

$r_F$  Radial position of an arbitrary reference point

$r_m$  Radial position of meniscus

$s$  Sedimentation coefficient

$s^0$  Limiting sedimentation coefficient; $s$ extrapolated to zero concentration

$s_{20,w}$  Sedimentation coefficient corrected for the viscosity and density of the solvent, relative to that of water at 20°C

$S$  Svedberg unit ($10^{-13}$ seconds)

$S^0$  Standard entropy

$T$  Temperature in Kelvin

$t$  Time

$u$  Velocity

$ar{v}$  Partial specific volume

$y$  Activity coefficient in the g/L scale

$\eta$  Coefficient of viscosity

$\eta_0$  Coefficient of viscosity for the solvent

$\eta_s$  Coefficient of viscosity for the solution

$\eta_{T,w}$  Coefficient of viscosity for water at T°C

$[\eta]$  Limiting viscosity number (intrinsic viscosity)

$\lambda$  Wavelength of light

$\rho$  Solution density

$\Sigma$  Summation symbol

$\omega$  Angular velocity (radians/second)

$\Omega_r$  Omega function at radial distance $r$
Recommended Reading

There are several excellent books and articles written on the theory and application of sedimentation analysis. Sadly, many of these are now out of print. It is to be hoped that with a resurgence in this field, some may be reprinted.

The following general books about sedimentation analysis are highly recommended.


Svedberg, T., Pedersen, K. O. *The Ultracentrifuge*. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1940. The classic in this field, and one that still has a wealth of information to offer the modern scientist.

The following review articles are particularly helpful in describing how to carry out experiments or how to analyze the results.


Analytical Ultracentrifugation and Molecular Characterization

One of the earliest recognized properties of proteins was their large molecular weight. This property was reflected in their ability to be retained by cellulose membranes and for their solutions to display visible light scattering, both features commonly encountered with colloidal dispersions of inorganic solutes.

With the recognition of the importance of large molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids in biology and technology came the need for the development of new tools for their study and analysis. One of the most influential developments in the study of macromolecules was that of the analytical ultracentrifuge by Svedberg and his colleagues in the 1920s (Svedberg and Pedersen, 1940). At this time the prevailing opinion was that macromolecules did not exist; proteins and organic high polymers were envisioned as reversibly aggregated clusters of much smaller molecules, of undefined mass.

The pioneering studies of Svedberg led to the undeniable conclusion that proteins were truly macromolecules containing a huge number of atoms linked by covalent bonds. Later, substances such as rubber and polystyrene were shown to exist in solution as giant molecules whose molecular weight was independent of the particular solvent used. With the spectacular growth of molecular biology in recent years, it has even become possible to manipulate the structures of biological molecules such as DNA and proteins.

The sorts of questions for which answers are sought in understanding the behavior of macromolecules are:

1. Is the sample homogeneous? *i.e.*, is it pure? or is there more than one type of molecule present?
2. If there is a single component, what is the molecular weight?
3. If more than one type of molecule is present, can the molecular weight distribution of the sample be obtained?
4. Can an estimate be obtained of the size and shape of the particles of the macromolecule? Are the molecules compact and spherical, like the globular proteins; long, thin and rod-like, like sections of DNA; or are they highly expanded and full of solvent, like many organic polymers in a good solvent?
(5) Is it possible to distinguish between macromolecules on the basis of differences in their density?

(6) Can interactions between solute molecules be detected? Aggregation between molecules will lead to a change in molecular weight, so that a detailed study of changes in molecular weight as a function of the concentrations of the components can illuminate the type of reaction (e.g., reversible or nonreversible?), the stoichiometry, and the strength of binding.

(7) When macromolecules undergo changes in conformation, the shape of the particles will be slightly altered. Can these differences be measured?

(8) Can one take into account the nonideality that arises from the fact that real molecules occupy space?
The Unique Features of Analytical Ultracentrifugation

The analytical ultracentrifuge is still the most versatile, rigorous and accurate means for determining the molecular weight and the hydrodynamic and thermodynamic properties of a protein or other macromolecule. No other technique is capable of providing the same range of information with a comparable level of precision and accuracy. The reason for this is that the method of sedimentation analysis is firmly based in thermodynamics. All terms in the equations describing sedimentation behavior are experimentally determinable.

Described below are some of the fundamental applications of the analytical centrifuge for which it is either the best or the only method of analysis available for answering some of the questions posed above.

Examination of Sample Purity

Sedimentation analysis has a long history in examination of solution heterogeneity. The determination of average molecular weights by sedimentation equilibrium, coupled with a careful check on the total amount of mass measured compared to what was put into the cell, can provide sensitive and rigorous assessment of both large and small contaminants, as well as allowing the quantitation of the size distributions in polydisperse samples (Albright and Williams, 1967; Schachman, 1959; Soucek and Adams, 1976). Sedimentation velocity experiments also allow the rapid and rigorous quantitative assessment of sample heterogeneity (Stafford, 1992; Van Holde and Weischet, 1978). Because the sample is examined in free solution and in a defined solvent, sedimentation methods allow analysis of purity, integrity of native structure and degree of aggregation uncomplicated by interactions of the macromolecules with gel matrix or support.

Molecular Weight Determination

The analytical ultracentrifuge is unsurpassed for the direct measurement of molecular weights of solutes in the native state and as they exist in solution, without having to rely on calibration and without having to make assumptions concerning shape. The method is applicable to molecules with molecular weights ranging from several hundreds (such as sucrose; Van Holde and Baldwin, 1958) up to many millions (for virus particles and
organelles; Bancroft and Freifelder, 1970). No other method is capable of encompassing such a wide range of molecular size. The method is applicable to proteins, nucleic acids, carbohydrates—indeed any substance whose absorbance (or refractive index) differs from that of the solvent. Sedimentation equilibrium methods require only small sample sizes (20-120 µL) and low concentrations (0.01-1 g/L). On the other hand, it is also possible to explore the behavior of macromolecules in concentrated solutions, for example, in studies of very weak interactions (Murthy et al., 1988; Ward and Winzor, 1984).

While techniques such as light scattering, osmometry and X-ray diffraction can all provide molecular weight information (Jeffrey, 1981), none of these methods is capable of covering such a wide range of molecular weights in solution as simply, over such a wide range of concentration, or from such small sample volumes, as centrifugation.

Electrophoresis and chromatographic methods have become increasingly popular for rapid estimation of molecular weights of proteins and nucleic acids (Laue and Rhodes, 1990). However, such methods, though rapid and sensitive, have no rigorous theoretical base; they are empirical techniques that require calibration and rely on a series of assumptions that are frequently invalid. The limitation of electrophoresis as a criterion of homogeneity in macromolecular analysis was demonstrated by Ogston (1977): preparations of turnip yellow virus showed two species in sedimentation experiments, yet only one in electrophoresis. It was subsequently shown that the heavier particles were complete virus particles, while the lighter ones lacked the nucleic acid core. Both the nucleic acid and its counterions were packaged within the protein coat, and were thus transparent to the electric field. More commonly, electrophoretic analyses will be invalid if the standards used for calibration are inappropriate for the sample being analyzed; proteins that display unusual binding of SDS, and glycoproteins in general, show anomalous mobility in SDS acrylamide gels.

The molecular weights of the calibration standards for electrophoresis and chromatography must be determined originally by means such as sedimentation analyses, or, when appropriate, by means of sequencing. With macromolecules such as polysaccharides and synthetic polymers, sequencing is not an available option; analytical centrifugation is one of the best techniques available to provide that information.
Analysis of Associating Systems

Sedimentation analysis is even more valuable in studies of the changes in molecular weight when molecules associate to form more complex structures. Most biological functions depend on interactions between macromolecules. While electrophoresis in gels containing SDS can provide information on the components and their relative stoichiometry in a complex, sedimentation equilibrium provides the means of determining the molecular weight of the complex as it exists in solution, and independent of the shape of the particle. Frequently, a macromolecule may exist in several states of aggregation; this can be revealed clearly by sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium experiments (Attri et al., 1991; Correia et al., 1985; Durham, 1972; Herskovits et al., 1990; Mark et al., 1987; Ralston, 1975; Van Holde et al., 1991).

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments allow the study of a wide range of interactions, including the binding of small molecules and ions to macromolecules, the self-association of macromolecules (Teller, 1973), and heterogeneous macromolecular interactions (Minton, 1990). Because of the sedimentation process, within the sample cell there will be a range of concentrations from very low at the meniscus to much higher at the cell bottom. Also, the relative concentration of associated species will be higher at the cell bottom, and analysis of the average molecular weight as a function of radius can reveal information about the stoichiometry and strength of associations.

In principle, sedimentation equilibrium experiments can yield the size of the individual molecules taking part in complex formation, the size of the complex, the stoichiometry, the strength of the interactions between the subunits, and the thermodynamic nonideality of the solution (Adams et al., 1978; Jeffrey, 1981; Teller, 1973). Sedimentation equilibrium in the analytical ultracentrifuge is the only technique presently capable of analyzing such interactions over a wide range of solute concentrations, without perturbing the chemical equilibrium (Kim et al., 1977).

Unlike other methods for measuring binding, sedimentation equilibrium is particularly sensitive for the examination of relatively weak associations with $K$ values of the order of 10-100 M$^{-1}$ (Laue and Rhodes, 1990). Such weak (and often transient) associations are frequently important biologically, but cannot readily be studied with gel electrophoresis or methods involving the binding of radiolabelled probes. On the other hand, with sensitive detection methods such as are available with absorbance
optics, sufficiently low concentrations of solute may be examined in the ultracentrifuge to study interactions with $K$ values significantly greater than $10^7 \text{ M}^{-1}$.

**Sedimentation and Diffusion Coefficients—Detection of Conformation Changes**

X-ray diffraction and NMR techniques are currently the only techniques available that are capable of providing structural details at atomic resolution. Nevertheless, the overall size and shape of a macromolecule or complex in solution can be obtained through measurement of the rate of movement of the particles through the solution. Sedimentation velocity experiments in the analytical ultracentrifuge provide *sedimentation and diffusion coefficients* that contain information concerning the size and shape of macromolecules and the interactions between them. Sedimentation coefficients are particularly useful for monitoring changes in conformation in proteins (Kirschner and Schachman, 1971; Newell and Schachman, 1990; Richards and Schachman, 1959; Smith and Schachman, 1973) and in nucleic acids (Crawford and Waring, 1967; Freifelder and Davison, 1963; Lohman *et al.*, 1980). Bending in nucleic acids induced by protein binding may also be amenable to study by difference sedimentation.

Although early work in protein chemistry made considerable use of axial ratios and estimates of “hydration,” both of these parameters were ambiguous and sometimes were of dubious value. Through the combination of several different hydrodynamic or thermodynamic measurements, it is now possible to discriminate more clearly between different idealized shapes used to model the overall shape of a macromolecule in solution (Harding, 1987; Nichol *et al.*, 1985; Nichol and Winzor, 1985). These hydrodynamic shapes—prolate or oblate ellipsoids of revolution—can be compared with electron microscope images to assess how applicable those images may be to the behavior of the particles in solution.

Some enzymes exist in several oligomeric states, not all of which are enzymatically active. Through the use of absorbance measurements and chromogenic substrates, it is possible to examine the sedimentation behavior of the *enzymatic activity* and thus to ascribe the activity to a particular oligomeric state (Hesterberg and Lee, 1985; Holleman, 1973). These types of experiments also allow investigation of the sedimentation behavior of enzymes in very dilute (Seery and Farrell, 1989), and not particularly pure, solutions.
Ligand Binding

Absorbance optics are particularly well suited to studies of ligand binding, because of the ability to distinguish between ligand and acceptor (Minton, 1990). Ligands and acceptors may have different intrinsic absorbance (Steinberg and Schachman, 1966) or one of the species may be labelled with a chromophore, provided that the modification does not alter the binding (Bubb et al., 1991; Lakatos and Minton, 1991; Mulzer et al., 1990). Analysis can be made simply with sedimentation velocity methods when the ligand and acceptor differ greatly in sedimentation coefficient, such as with small molecule-protein association (Schachman and Edelstein, 1973), with DNA-protein binding (Revzin and Woychik, 1981), or the binding of relatively large proteins to filaments such as F-actin (Margosian and Lowey, 1978). Provided there are significant changes in sedimentation coefficient on binding, sedimentation velocity may also be used to study interactions between molecules of similar size (Poon and Schumaker, 1991). Alternatively, thermodynamically rigorous analysis may be made by means of sedimentation equilibrium analysis (Lewis and Youle, 1986).

Ligand binding may also influence the state of association of a macromolecule (Cann and Goad, 1973); either enhancing or inhibiting self-association (Prakash and Timasheff, 1991), and these changes are amenable to characterization by sedimentation analysis (Smith et al., 1973).
Sedimentation of Particles in a Gravitational Field*

When a solute particle is suspended in a solvent and subjected to a gravitational field, three forces act on the particle (Figure 1).

First, there is a sedimenting, or gravitational force, $F_s$, proportional to the mass of the particle and the acceleration. In a spinning rotor, the acceleration is determined by the distance of the particle from the axis of rotation, $r$, and the square of the angular velocity, $\omega$ (in radians per second).

$$F_s = m\omega^2r = \frac{M}{N}\omega^2r$$

where $m$ is the mass in grams of a single particle, $M$ is the molar weight of the solute in g/mol and $N$ is Avogadro’s number. (Note that the molecular weight is numerically equal to the molar weight, but is dimensionless.)

Second, there is a buoyant force, $F_b$, that, from Archimedes’ principle, is equal to the weight of fluid displaced:

$$F_b = -m_0\omega^2r$$

*The following discussion is made in terms of a simple mechanical model of sedimentation. Some of the ambiguities that arise from this type of treatment can be avoided by use of a thermodynamic approach (Tanford, 1961).
where $m_0$ is the mass of fluid displaced by the particle:

$$m_0 = m\bar{v}\rho = \frac{M}{N} \bar{v}\rho$$

(3)

Here, $\bar{v}$ is the volume in mL that each gram of the solute occupies in solution (the partial specific volume; the inverse of its effective density) and $\rho$ is the density of the solvent (g/mL). Provided that the density of the particle is greater than that of the solvent, the particle will begin to sediment. As the particle begins to move along a radial path towards the bottom of the cell, its velocity, $u$, will increase because of the increasing radial distance. Since particles moving through a viscous fluid experience a frictional drag that is proportional to the velocity, the particle will experience a frictional force:

$$F_f = -fu$$

(4)

where $f$ is the frictional coefficient, which depends on the shape and size of the particle. Bulky or elongated particles experience more frictional drag than compact, smooth spherical ones. The negative signs in equations (2) and (4) indicate that these two forces act in the opposite direction to sedimentation.

Within a very short time (usually less than $10^{-6}$ s) the three forces come into balance:

$$F_s + F_b + F_f = 0$$

(5)

$$\frac{M}{N} \omega^2 r - \frac{M}{N} \bar{v}\rho \omega^2 r - fu = 0$$

(6)

Rearranging:

$$\frac{M}{N} (1 - \bar{v}\rho)\omega^2 r - fu = 0$$

(7)

Collecting the terms that relate to the particle on one side, and those terms that relate to the experimental conditions on the other, we can write:

$$\frac{M (1 - \bar{v}\rho)}{Nf} = \frac{u}{\omega^2 r} \equiv s$$

(8)

The term $u/\omega^2 r$, the velocity of the particle per unit gravitational acceleration, is called the sedimentation coefficient, and can be seen to depend on the properties of the particle. In particular, it is proportional to the buoyant effective molar weight of the particle (the molar weight
corrected for the effects of buoyancy) and it is inversely proportional to the frictional coefficient. It is independent of the operating conditions. Molecules with different molecular weights, or different shapes and sizes, will, in general, move with different velocities in a given centrifugal field; i.e., they will have different sedimentation coefficients.

The sedimentation coefficient has dimensions of seconds. For many substances, the value of $s$ lies between 1 and $100 \times 10^{-13}$ seconds. The Svedberg unit (abbreviation S) is defined as $10^{-13}$ seconds, in honor of Thé Svedberg. Serum albumin, then, has a sedimentation coefficient of $4.5 \times 10^{-13}$ seconds or 4.5 S.

As the process of sedimentation continues, the solute begins to pile up at the bottom of the centrifuge cell. As the concentration at the bottom begins to increase, the process of diffusion opposes that of sedimentation. After an appropriate period of time, the two opposing processes approach equilibrium in all parts of the solution column and, for a single, ideal solute component, the concentration of the solute increases exponentially towards the cell bottom. At sedimentation equilibrium, the processes of sedimentation and diffusion are balanced; the concentration distribution from the top of the cell to the bottom no longer changes with time, and is a function of molecular weight.

As indicated above, the process of sedimentation depends on the effective molar weight, corrected for the buoyancy: $M(1 - \bar{v} \rho)$. If the density of the solute is greater than that of the solvent, the solute will sediment towards the cell bottom. However, if the density of the solute is less than that of the solvent, the solute will float towards the meniscus at the top of the solution. This is the situation for many lipoproteins and lipids in aqueous solutions. The analysis of such situations is similar, except that the direction of movement is reversed.

When the densities of the solute and solvent are equal, $(1 - \bar{v} \rho) = 0$, and there will be no tendency to move in either direction. Use can be made of this to determine the density of a macromolecule in density gradient sedimentation. A gradient of density can be made, for example by generating a gradient of concentration of an added solute such as sucrose or cesium chloride from high concentrations at the cell bottom to lower values at the top. The macromolecule will sediment if it is in a region of solution where the density is less than its own. But macromolecules that find themselves in a region of higher density will begin to float. Eventually, the macromolecules will form a layer at that region of the cell where the solvent density is equal to their own: the buoyant density.
Instrumentation

An analytical ultracentrifuge must spin a rotor at an accurately controlled speed and at an accurately controlled temperature, and must allow the recording of the concentration distribution of the sample at known times. This ability to measure the distribution of the sample while it is spinning sets the analytical ultracentrifuge apart from preparative centrifuges.

In order to achieve rapid sedimentation and to minimize diffusion, high angular velocities may be necessary. The rotor of an analytical ultracentrifuge is typically capable of rotating at speeds up to 60,000 rpm. In order to minimize frictional heating, and to minimize aerodynamic turbulence, the rotor is usually spun in an evacuated chamber. It is important that the spinning rotor be stable and free from wobble or precession. Instability can cause convection and stirring of the cell contents, particularly when the concentration and concentration gradient of the solute are low, and can lead to uncertainty in the concentration distribution in regions of high concentration gradient.

Rotors

Rotors for analytical ultracentrifugation must be capable of withstanding enormous gravitational stresses. At 60,000 rpm, a typical ultracentrifuge rotor generates a centrifugal field in the cell of about 250,000 \( \times \) g. Under these conditions, a mass of 1 g experiences an apparent weight of 250 kg; \( i.e., \frac{1}{4} \) ton! The rotor must also allow the passage of light through the spinning sample, and some mechanism must be available for temperature measurement.

The Optima™ XL-A Analytical Ultracentrifuge is equipped with a four-hole rotor. One of the holes is required for the counterbalance, with its reference holes that provide calibration of radial distance, leaving three positions available for sample cells. Operation with multiple cells increases the number of samples that can be examined in a single experiment. This is particularly useful, for example, when several different concentrations of a self-associating material must be examined in order to check for attainment of chemical equilibrium.
Cells

Ultracentrifuge cells must also withstand the stresses caused by the extremely high gravitational fields, must not leak or distort, and yet must allow the passage of light through the sample so that the concentration distribution can be measured. To achieve these ends, the sample is usually contained within a sector-shaped cavity sandwiched between two thick windows of optical-grade quartz or sapphire. The cavity is produced in a centerpiece of aluminum alloy, reinforced epoxy, or a polymer known as Kel-F.* Double-sector centerpieces for the Optima XL-A are available with optical lengths of 3 and 12 mm. User-manufactured centerpieces have been reported with pathlengths as short as 0.1 mm (Braswell et al., 1986; Brian et al., 1981; Minton and Lewis, 1981; Murthy et al., 1988). The combination of various optical pathlengths and selectable wavelengths allows examination of a wide range of sample concentrations.

Sector-shaped sample compartments are essential in velocity work since the sedimenting particles move along radial lines. If the sample compartments were parallel-sided, sedimenting molecules at the periphery would collide with the walls and cause convective disturbances. Sectors that diverge more widely than the radii also cause convection. The development of appropriate sector-shaped sample compartments with smooth walls was a major factor in Svedberg’s successful design of the original velocity instrument.

Double-sector cells allow the user to take account of absorbing components in the solvent, and to correct for the redistribution of solvent components, particularly at high g values. A sample of the solution is placed in one sector, and a sample of the solvent in dialysis equilibrium with the solution is placed in the second sector (Figure 2). The optical system measures the difference in absorbance between the sample and reference sectors in a manner similar to the operation of a double-beam spectrophotometer. Double-sector cells also facilitate measurements of differences in sedimentation coefficient, and of diffusion coefficients.

* A registered trademark of 3M.
Figure 2. Double-sector centerpiece. The sample solution is placed in one sector, and a sample of the solvent in dialysis equilibrium with the sample is placed in the reference sector. The reference sector is usually filled slightly more than the sample sector, so that the reference meniscus does not obscure the sample profile.

In equilibrium experiments, the time required to attain equilibrium within a specified tolerance is decreased for shorter column lengths of solution; i.e., when the distance from the meniscus to the cell bottom is only 1 to 3 mm, rather than the 12 mm or so for a full sector. Considerable savings of time can be achieved by examining 3 samples at once in 6-channel centerpieces, in which 3 channels hold 3 different samples, and the 3 channels on the other side hold the respective dialyzed solvents (Yphantis, 1964). For even more rapid attainment of equilibrium, 1-mm solution lengths may be used (Arakawa et al., 1991; Van Holde and Baldwin, 1958).
**Boundary forming cells**

A range of special cells is available that allow solvent to be layered over a sample of a solution while the cell is spinning at moderately low speed. These cells are useful for preparing an artificial sharp boundary for measuring boundary spreading in measurements of *diffusion coefficients*, and for examining sedimentation velocity of small molecules (of molecular weight below about 12,000) for which the rate of sedimentation is insufficient to produce a sharp boundary that clears the meniscus.

**Band forming cells**

These cells are available for layering a small volume of solution on the top of a supporting density gradient in band sedimentation and active enzyme sedimentation studies (Cohen and Mire, 1971; Kemper and Everse, 1973).
Methods of Detection and Data Collection

The essential data obtained from an experiment with the analytical ultracentrifuge is a record of the concentration distribution. The most direct means of data collection is a set of concentration measurements at different radial positions and at a given time. This is approached most closely by methods of detection that measure the absorbance of the sample at a given wavelength at fixed positions in the cell; for solutes obeying the Beer-Lambert law, the absorbance is proportional to concentration.

While photoelectric absorption measurements may seem the most direct method, practical difficulties impeded their development in early instruments. Furthermore, synthetic polymers such as polyethylene and polyethylene glycol have little absorbance in the accessible ultraviolet (above 190 nm), and other means are needed for their analysis. Nevertheless, absorption optics provide the greatest combination of sensitivity and selectivity for the study of biological macromolecules.

Refractometric Methods

Early instruments relied upon refractometric methods for obtaining the concentration distributions. The sample solution usually has a greater refractive index than the pure solvent, and use is made of this principle in two different optical systems.

Schlieren

In the so-called schlieren optical system (named for the German word for “streaks”), light passing through a region in the cell where concentration (and hence refractive index) is changing will be deviated radially, as light passing through a prism is deviated towards the direction normal to the surface. The schlieren optical system converts the radial deviation of light into a vertical displacement of an image at the camera. This displacement is proportional to the concentration gradient. Light passing through either pure solvent or a region of uniform concentration will not be deviated radially, and the image will not be vertically displaced in those regions. Much of the existing literature on sedimentation, particularly sedimentation velocity, has been obtained with the use of this optical system.
The schlieren image is thus a measure of the concentration gradient, $dc/dr$, as a function of radial distance, $r$ (Figure 3a). The change in concentration relative to that at some specified point in the cell (e.g., the meniscus) can be determined at any other point by integration of the schlieren profile. However, only if the concentration at the reference point is known, may the absolute concentration at any other point be determined.

**Figure 3.** Comparison of the data obtained from the (a) schlieren, (b) interference, (c) photographic absorbance, and (d) photoelectric absorbance optical systems. ((a) (b) and (c) are taken from Schachman, 1959. Reprinted with the permission of Academic Press.)
Rayleigh interference optics

This technique relies on the fact that the velocity of light passing through a region of higher refractive index is decreased. Monochromatic light passes through two fine parallel slits, one below each sector of a double-sector cell containing, respectively, a sample of solution and a sample of solvent in dialysis equilibrium. Light waves emerging from the entrance slits and passing through the two sectors undergo interference to yield a band of alternating light and dark “fringes.” When the refractive index in the sample compartment is higher than in the reference, the sample wave is retarded relative to the reference wave. This causes the positions of the fringes to shift vertically in proportion to the concentration difference relative to that of some reference point (Figure 3b). If the concentration of the reference point, $c_{rF}$, is known, the concentration at any other point can be obtained:

$$c_r = c_{rF} + a\Delta j$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $\Delta j$ is the vertical fringe shift, and $a$ is a constant relating concentration to fringe shift.

This situation is analogous to that of schlieren optics. If $c_{rF}$ is not known, careful accounting and assumption of conservation of mass are needed to determine it. In principle, the information content from a schlieren record and from an interference record are the same: the interference information can be obtained from the schlieren data by numerical integration, and the schlieren information may be obtained from interference data by numerical differentiation.

Schlieren optics are less sensitive than interference optics. Schlieren optics may be used for proteins at concentrations between 1 and 50 g/L. Interference optics have outstanding accuracy, but are restricted to the concentration range 0.1-5 g/L (Schachman, 1959).

Both refractometric methods suffer from the fact that they determine concentration difference relative to the concentration at a reference point. However, they do have the advantage of being applicable to materials with little optical absorbance. Additionally, these methods are not compromised by the presence of low concentrations of components of the solvent that may have relatively high absorbance, such as might arise from the need to add a nucleotide such as ATP (with significant absorbance at 260 and 280 nm) to maintain stability of an enzyme.
Absorbance

While earlier absorption optical systems (Figure 3c) suffered from the disadvantage of requiring photography and subsequent densitometry of the photograph, the photoelectric scanners of older instruments allowed more direct collection of data onto chart recorder paper. The primary data again had to be transcribed for calculations, a tedious and error-prone process.

With the advent of the Optima XL-A, however, many of these problems seem to have been solved. The instrument possesses increased sensitivity and wide wavelength range; with its high reproducibility, baseline scans may be subtracted to remove the effects of oil droplets on lenses and windows, and of optical imperfections in the windows and lenses. With the absorption optics, too, the absolute concentration is available in principle at any point (Figure 3d); we are not restricted to concentration difference with respect to reference points, and accurate accounting is not a prerequisite for determining absolute concentrations.

The absorbance optical system of the Optima XL-A is shown in Figure 4. A high-intensity xenon flash lamp allows the use of wavelengths between 190 and 800 nm. The lamp is fired briefly as the selected sector passes the detector. Cells and individual sectors may be examined in turn, with the aid of timing information from a reference magnet in the base of the rotor. The measured light is normalized for variation in lamp output by sampling a reflected small fraction of the incident light.

A slit below the sample moves to allow sampling of different radial positions. To minimize noise, multiple readings at a single position may be collected and averaged. A new and as yet not fully explored capability of the absorbance optics is the wavelength scan. A wavelength scan may be taken at a specified radial position in the cell, resulting in an absorbance spectrum of the sample at that point, and allowing discrimination between different solutes.

The increased sensitivity of the absorbance optics means that samples may be examined in concentrations too dilute for schlieren or interference optics. With proteins, for example, measurement below 230 nm allows examination of concentrations 20 times more dilute than can be studied with interference optics (i.e., concentrations as low as several µg/mL are now accessible). Accessibility to lower concentrations means that examination of stronger interactions ($K > 10^7$ M$^{-1}$) is now possible.
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the optical system of the Beckman Optima XL-A Analytical Ultracentrifuge
Partial Specific Volume and Other Measurements

Several quantities are required in addition to the collection of the concentration distribution. The density of the solvent and the partial specific volume of the solute (or more strictly the specific density increment; Casassa and Eisenberg, 1964) are required for the determination of molecular weight. In order to take account of the effects of different solvents and temperatures on sedimentation behavior, we also require the viscosity of the solvent and its temperature dependence. These quantities are, in principle, measurable (with varying degrees of difficulty and inconvenience) and, for many commonly encountered solvents, may be available from published tables.

For most accurate results, this quantity should be measured. Measurement involves accurate and precise determination of the density of a number of solutions of known concentrations. Even with modern methods of densimetry (Kratky et al., 1973), this process requires relatively large amounts of solute, quantities that may not always be available.

The partial specific volumes of macromolecular solutes may be calculated, usually with satisfactory accuracy, from a knowledge of their composition and the partial specific volumes of component residues (Cohn and Edsall, 1943). Experience has shown that while this approach may neglect contributions to the partial specific volume arising from conformational effects (such as gaps within the structure, or exceptionally close packing), the values calculated for many proteins agree within 1% of the value measured. Since \( \bar{\nu} \) is approximately 0.73 mL/g for proteins, and for water, \( \rho = 1.0 \text{ g/mL} \), the term \( (1 - \bar{\nu} \rho) \) is near 0.27. An error of 1% in \( \bar{\nu} \) leads to an error of approximately 3% in \( (1 - \bar{\nu} \rho) \) and hence in \( M \).

An alternative allows the estimation of both \( M \) and \( \bar{\nu} \) from data obtained from sedimentation equilibrium experiments in the analytical ultracentrifuge. With \( H_2O \) as solvent, a set of data of \( c \) versus \( r \) is obtained. Then with a \( D_2O/H_2O \) mixture of known density as solvent, a second set of data is obtained. One then has two sets of data from which the two unknowns, \( M \) and \( \bar{\nu} \), may be determined (Edelstein and Schachman, 1973).
For some classes of compounds, the variation in $\bar{v}$ with composition is not great, and as a rough and ready approximation, one may take average values of $\bar{v}$. Typical values for several types of macromolecules are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substance</th>
<th>$\bar{v}$ (mL/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proteins</td>
<td>0.73 (0.70-0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polysaccharides</td>
<td>0.61 (0.59-0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>0.53 (0.47-0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>0.58 (0.55-0.59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sample Preparation

When the sample is a pure, dry, nonionic material, it may be weighed, dissolved in an appropriate solvent and used directly. A sample of the solvent should be used for the reference sector. This simple procedure also applies to charged species, such as proteins, that can be obtained in a pure, isoionic form.

However, with ionic species, such as protein molecules at pH values away from the isoionic point, difficulties arise from the charge and from the presence of bound ions. In order to maintain a constant pH, a buffer is normally used at concentrations between 10 and 50 mM. In addition, in order to suppress the nonideality due to the charge on the macromolecule, a supporting electrolyte is often added, usually 0.1 to 0.2 M KCl or NaCl. The presence of the extra salts makes the solution no longer a simple two-component system, for which most theoretical relationships have been derived, and taking the additional components into account can be a daunting task. Fortunately, Casassa and Eisenberg (1964) have shown that if the macromolecular solution is dialyzed against a large excess of the buffer/salt solution, it may be treated as a simple two-component solution. A sample of the dialyzate is required as a reference. If the apparent specific volume is determined for the solute in this solution and is referred to the concentration of the anhydrous, isoionic solute, then the molecular weight that is determined for the macromolecule in this solution is for the anhydrous, isoionic solute. This treatment results in a considerable simplification. When using solvents such as concentrated urea solutions, it is essential to adhere to the principles of Casassa and Eisenberg (1964) to avoid considerable errors.

In choosing a buffer, preference should be given to those whose densities are near that of water, and for which the anions and cations are of comparable molecular weight, in order to avoid excessive redistribution of buffer components. Additionally, if measurement in the ultraviolet is contemplated, nonabsorbing buffers should be selected. Below 230 nm, carboxylate groups and chloride ions show appreciable absorbance. In the far ultraviolet, sodium fluoride may be required as a supporting electrolyte to avoid excessive optical absorbance.
Sedimentation Velocity

There are two basic types of experiment with the analytical ultracentrifuge: sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium.

In the more familiar sedimentation velocity experiment, an initially uniform solution is placed in the cell and a sufficiently high angular velocity is used to cause relatively rapid sedimentation of solute towards the cell bottom. This produces a depletion of solute near the meniscus and the formation of a sharp boundary between the depleted region and the uniform concentration of sedimenting solute (the plateau; see Figures 2 and 3). Although the velocity of individual particles cannot be resolved, the rate of movement of this boundary (Figure 5) can be measured. This leads to the determination of the sedimentation coefficient, $s$, which depends directly on the mass of the particles and inversely on the frictional coefficient, which is in turn a measure of effective size (see equation 8).

Figure 5. Movement of the boundary in a sedimentation velocity experiment with a recombinant malaria antigen protein. As the boundary progresses down the cell, the concentration in the plateau region decreases from radial dilution, and the boundary broadens from diffusion. The midpoint positions, $r_{\text{bnd}}$, of the boundaries are indicated.
Measurement of the rate of spreading of a boundary can lead to a determination of the diffusion coefficient, \( D \), which depends on the effective size of the particles:

\[
D = \frac{RT}{Nf}
\]  

(10)

where \( R \) is the gas constant and \( T \) the absolute temperature. The ratio of the sedimentation to diffusion coefficient gives the molecular weight:

\[
M = \frac{s^0RT}{D^0(1 - \bar{v} \rho)}
\]  

(11)

where \( M \) is the molar weight of the solute, \( \bar{v} \) its partial specific volume, and \( \rho \) is the solvent density. The superscript zero indicates that the values of \( s \) and \( D \), measured at several different concentrations, have been extrapolated to zero concentration to remove the effects of interactions between particles on their movement. Less accurately, for a particular class of macromolecule (e.g., globular proteins or DNA), empirical relationships between the sedimentation coefficient and molecular weight may allow estimation of approximate molecular weights from very small samples (Freifelder, 1970; Van Holde, 1975).

**Multiple Boundaries**

Each solute species in solution in principle gives rise to a separate sedimenting boundary. Thus, the existence of a single sedimenting boundary (or a single, symmetrical bell-shaped “peak” of \( dc/dt \) as seen with schlieren optics) has often been taken as evidence for homogeneity. Conversely, the existence of multiple boundaries is evidence for multiple sedimenting species. Care must be taken, however, in making inferences concerning homogeneity. It may be possible for two separate species to have sedimentation coefficients sufficiently similar that they cannot clearly be resolved. Furthermore, the relatively broad range of molecular weights present in preparations of many synthetic polymers may lead to a single boundary. This boundary, however, will show more spreading during the experiment than expected from the size of the particles. It is possible to take account of this type of behavior as discussed in a later section.

Conversely, it is possible for a pure solute component to produce multiple sedimenting boundaries, for example, by the existence of several stable aggregation states. This type of effect depends on how rapidly the
different states can interconvert. If the interconversion is rapid in the time scale of the experiment, the distribution of the different boundaries may be uniquely dependent on the solute concentration. On the other hand, if re-equilibration is slow, the proportion of the different species may reflect the past history of the sample rather than the concentration in the cell.

**Determination of $s$**

Provided that the sedimenting boundary is relatively sharp and symmetrical, the rate of movement of solute molecules in the plateau region can be closely approximated by the rate of movement of the midpoint, $r_{bnd}$. This point, in turn, is very close to the position of the point of inflection (which is the same as the maximum ordinate, or “peak,” of the $dc/dr$ curve).

Since the sedimenting force is not constant, but increases with $r$, the velocity of the boundary will increase gradually with movement of the boundary outwards, so the velocity must be expressed as a differential:

$$s \equiv \frac{u}{\omega^2 r} = \frac{dr_{bnd}/dt}{\omega^2 r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Whence:

$$\ln(r_{bnd}/r_m) = s\omega^2 t$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where $r_m$ is the radial position of the meniscus.

A plot of $\ln r_{bnd}$ versus time in seconds yields a straight line of slope $s\omega^2$ (Figure 6). When the boundary is asymmetric, or imperfectly resolved from the meniscus, it can be shown that the square root of the second moment of the concentration distribution, $\tilde{r}$, is an accurate measure of the movement of particles in the plateau region (Goldberg, 1953; Schachman, 1959):

$$\tilde{r}^2 = r_p^2 - \frac{2}{c_p} \int_{r_m}^{r_p} crdr$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $\tilde{r}$ is the *equivalent boundary position*, and $r_p$ is a position in the plateau region with concentration $c_p$. This method also yields the *weight-average sedimentation coefficient* of mixtures or interacting systems, and it is a simple matter to evaluate the integral numerically when the data are collected by a computer.
Figure 6. Plot of the logarithm of the radial position, $r_{bnd}$, of a sedimenting boundary as a function of time for recombinant dihydroorotase domain protein. The slope of this plot yields the sedimentation coefficient. (Unpublished data of N. Williams, K. Seymour, P. Yin, R. I. Christopherson and G. B. Ralston.)

**Solvent Effects**

The sedimentation coefficient is influenced by the density of the solvent and by the solution viscosity. In order to take into account the differences in density and viscosity between different solvents, it is conventional to calculate sedimentation coefficients in terms of a standard solvent, usually water at 20°C:

$$s_{20,w} = s_{\text{obs}} \left( \frac{\eta_{T,w}}{\eta_{20,w}} \right) \left( \frac{\eta_s}{\eta_w} \right) \left( \frac{1 - \bar{\nu} \rho_{20,w}}{1 - \bar{\nu} \rho_{T,s}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $s_{20,w}$ is the sedimentation coefficient expressed in terms of the standard solvent of water at 20°C; $s_{\text{obs}}$ is the measured sedimentation coefficient in the experimental solvent at the experimental temperature, $T$; $\eta_{T,w}$ and $\eta_{20,w}$ are the viscosities of water at the temperature of the experiment and at 20°C, respectively; $\eta_s$ and $\eta_w$ are, respectively, the viscosities of the solvent and water at a common temperature; $\rho_{20,w}$ is the density of water at 20°C and $\rho_{T,s}$ is that of the solvent at the temperature of the experiment.
Concentration Dependence

Sedimentation coefficients are concentration dependent. Pure, nonassociating solutes display a decrease in the measured sedimentation coefficient with increasing concentration (Figure 7):

![Graph showing concentration dependence of the sedimentation coefficient](image)

**Figure 7.** Concentration dependence of the sedimentation coefficient for the tetramer of human spectrin. Extrapolation to zero concentration yields \( s^0 \), the limiting sedimentation coefficient.

\[
 s = \frac{s^0}{1 + k_s c} 
\]  

(16)

where \( s^0 \) is the limiting (ideal) sedimentation coefficient, \( c \) is the concentration at which \( s \) was determined (usually the mean plateau concentration for the experiment), and \( k_s \) is the concentration-dependence coefficient. This equation is valid only over a limited range of concentrations (Schachman, 1959). The concentration dependence arises from the increased viscosity of the solution at higher concentrations, and from the fact that sedimenting solute particles must displace solvent backwards as they sediment. Both effects become vanishingly small as concentration is decreased. The value of \( k_s \) is small for globular proteins, but becomes much larger for elongated particles (Tanford, 1961) and for highly expanded solutes such as random coils (Comper and Williams, 1987; Comper et al., 1986). Equation (16) can be linearized in several different ways:
\[
\frac{1}{s} = \frac{1}{s^0} + \frac{k_s}{s^0} c \\
(17)
\]

\[
s = s^0(1 - k_s c) \\
(18)
\]

Equation (18) is of even more limited validity, but is sometimes more convenient for the purposes of extrapolation to obtain \(s^0\) and \(k_s\).

The concentration-dependence coefficient, \(k_s\), is a very useful property, as it can be shown both theoretically and empirically for spherical particles (Creeth and Knight, 1965) that:

\[
\frac{k_s}{[\eta]} = 1.6 \\
(19)
\]

(where \([\eta]\) is the intrinsic viscosity of the solute), and the value of \(k_s/[\eta]\) tends towards zero for rod-like particles. This relationship is valid whether the particles are compact (as with globular proteins) or expanded (as with random coils, such as for unfolded proteins in guanidine hydrochloride), and thus gives an unambiguous measure of shape, independent of the particle size (Creeth and Knight, 1965).

For globular proteins, \([\eta]\) is about 3.5 mL/g (Tanford, 1961), and \(k_s\) is therefore about 5 mL/g. From equation (16), it can be seen that at a concentration of 10 g/L, globular proteins will show a decrease in \(s\) of about 5%; at 0.1 g/L (feasible with sensitive optics), the decrease is only 0.05% and well within the precision of the measurement.

Radial Dilution

Because sector-shaped compartments are usually used, the solute particles enter a progressively increasing volume as they migrate outwards, and the sample becomes progressively diluted. This phenomenon is known as radial dilution. The concentration in the plateau region, \(c_p\), when the boundary is located at a point, \(r_{bnd}\), can be related to the initial concentration, \(c_0\), and the radial position of the meniscus, \(r_m\), from the relationship:

\[
c_p = c_0 (r_m/r_{bnd})^2 \\
(20)
\]

For molecules that display marked concentration dependence of \(s\), the value of \(s\) estimated from the slope of the \(\ln r_{bnd}\) versus \(t\) plot may increase with time, reflecting this radial dilution.
Analysis of Boundaries

There are two basic groups of problems that concern heterogeneity. In the first, the sample is fundamentally heterogeneous, or *polydisperse*. In the second group of problems, the sample of interest is predominantly a single species, but may be contaminated by one or more other materials; the problem here is to assess the degree of contamination, and to monitor purification procedures that aim to achieve homogeneity. The resolution of both classes of problems may be aided by a detailed examination of the shapes of the sedimenting boundaries, and of the changes that occur in the shapes with time.

Some solutes, such as synthetic polymers, exist as a population of different sizes distributed about some mean size (Williams and Saunders, 1954), resulting in a single composite boundary in sedimentation velocity experiments. It may often be necessary to assess this size distribution. Sedimentation velocity is particularly suited to this type of analysis, and is capable of yielding the distribution of sedimentation coefficients in such a polydisperse mixture. With the use of auxiliary information, this distribution may be used to determine a distribution of molecular weights.

In a sedimentation velocity experiment, the shape of the boundary is subjected to several different influences (Schachman, 1959):

1. Heterogeneity will tend to spread out the boundary, because the different species move with different velocities.
2. Diffusion will also tend to spread out the boundary.
3. The concentration dependence of the sedimentation coefficient can lead to self-sharpening of boundaries. Molecules moving in the more dilute, trailing edge of the boundary will move more rapidly than those in the higher concentration of the plateau region, and will catch up with the slower molecules, to some extent negating the effects of diffusion (Schachman, 1959). The effect of self-sharpening may compensate for, and thereby mask, boundary spreading due to heterogeneity, giving a false appearance of homogeneity.
4. The Johnston-Ogston effect (1946) leads to distortion of the boundary, as the apparent concentrations of the slower moving species are enhanced, while those of the faster moving species, moving through a more concentrated solution, are correspondingly reduced. This effect is greatest for molecules that display large concentration dependence of $s$, and becomes vanishingly small as the concentration is lowered.
The resolution of these effects is a considerable problem with complicated solutions (Fujita, 1975). However, with the aid of testable simplifying assumptions the complexity of the problem may be reduced. If boundary spreading is due entirely to heterogeneity, and self-sharpening is minimized by working with extremely low concentrations, it is relatively simple to compute a distribution of sedimentation coefficients (Schachman, 1959) from the concentration distribution across the boundary:

\[
G(s) = \frac{1}{c_0} \frac{dc_0}{ds} = \frac{1}{c_0} \frac{dc}{dr} \left( \frac{r}{r_m} \right)^2 \left( r\omega^2 t \right) \tag{21}
\]

The weight fraction of material sedimenting with sedimentation coefficient between \( s \) and \( s + ds \) is \( g(s)ds \) (Figure 8). For molecules with very large frictional coefficients, such as DNA fragments, absence of diffusion during the time of the experiment may be a reasonable assumption, and under these circumstances the spread of sedimentation coefficients reflects the heterogeneity of the sample. Calf thymus DNA in very dilute solution has been shown to display a distribution of sedimentation coefficients that is effectively independent of elapsed time (Schumaker and Schachman, 1957). Microtubule-neurofilament associations that result in enormous particles of more than 1000 S (and for which \( D \) would be negligible) have also been studied by this type of approach (Runge et al., 1981).

Most solutes, however, display significant boundary spreading due to diffusion. This effect tends to broaden the measured distribution of sedimentation coefficients. Since diffusive spreading is proportional to \( \sqrt{t} \) while separation due to heterogeneity is proportional to \( t \), the contribution from diffusion can be removed by extrapolation of the apparent distribution curves against \( 1/t \) to \( (1/t = 0) \) (Williams, 1972; Williams and Saunders, 1954). The limiting distribution is that due to heterogeneity only. Where the distribution is not continuous, this extrapolation is difficult, and it may be simpler and more meaningful to obtain an estimate of the standard deviation of the sedimentation coefficient distribution (Baldwin, 1957a).
Figure 8. Distribution of sedimentation coefficients for calf thymus DNA fragments. The data were collected from absorbance measurements with very low concentrations of solute. Successive measurements showed no significant variation in the distribution with time. (Data from Schumaker and Schachman, 1957. Used with the permission of Elsevier Science Publishers.)

Self-Sharpening of Boundaries

When the concentration dependence of sedimentation coefficient is sufficiently large, such as with rod-shaped virus particles or DNA fragments, or when the concentration of the solute is sufficiently high, the boundary tends to sharpen itself, overcoming the spreading due to diffusion and making the analysis much more difficult. Molecules at the front of the boundary move in an environment of higher concentration and are retarded; those lagging behind move in more dilute solution and therefore move more rapidly. This effect was demonstrated (Schachman, 1951) with tobacco mosaic virus, in which a boundary, allowed to become diffuse by prolonged centrifugation at low speed, became very sharp when the angular velocity was increased.

Fujita (1956, 1959) extended the analysis of boundary spreading to systems that display a linear dependence of $s$ on $c$. His analysis showed that even moderate concentration dependence, such as found with 1% solutions of globular proteins, when not taken into account, leads to
significant error in calculation of $D$ from boundary spreading in a sedimentation experiment (Baldwin, 1957b).

In the presence of diffusion and concentration dependence, the function $g(s)$ in equation (21) that is measured from an experiment is only an apparent distribution function (Williams, 1972). The effects of self-sharpening for polydisperse solutions may be taken into account by making a series of sedimentation velocity experiments at different loading concentrations of the sample. For each loading concentration, measurements of the boundary shape at different times allow the determination of the diffusion-corrected sedimentation coefficient distribution. These diffusion-corrected distributions can then be extrapolated to zero concentration to remove the effects of concentration dependence. This laborious procedure thus involves a double extrapolation: firstly, the extrapolation for each concentration to infinite time, and secondly, the extrapolation of the set of limiting distributions to zero concentrations (Williams and Saunders, 1954). While such calculations were often beyond the resources of many users in the past, with computer-controlled data collection and appropriate software, they should become almost routine for analysis of polydisperse systems.

In a study of antigen-antibody interactions, Stafford (1992) has shown that with absorption optics, a significant improvement in signal to noise ratio can be made by the use of the $\partial c/\partial t$ values at fixed radial positions in determining distributions of sedimentation coefficients. By this approach, the effects of baseline variation are minimized. Mächtle (1988) has described a method for determining the size distributions of very large particles. Again, the use of sensitive absorption optics will allow this type of study to be made at concentrations lower than was previously possible.

**Tests for Homogeneity**

Several criteria have been devised for assessing the homogeneity of a preparation, although it must be borne in mind that homogeneity can only be presumed through the absence of detectable heterogeneity.

1. There must be a single, symmetrical boundary throughout the duration of the sedimentation velocity experiment (Fujita, 1956).

2. The measurable boundary must account for all the material put into the cell, after corrections for radial dilution, throughout the duration of the experiment. The availability of an accurate photometric system makes this criterion far easier to test than
before. If the concentration in the plateau region, after correction for radial dilution, does not remain constant, then heterogeneity may be suspected; probably heavy material is being removed from the sample.

3. The concentration dependence of $s$ and $D$ should be ascertained. The spreading of a sedimenting boundary can then be examined rigorously for heterogeneity.

Baldwin (1957b) considered the effect of concentration dependence of both $s$ and $D$ to calculate the standard deviation of the sedimentation coefficient distribution from the shapes of sedimenting boundaries. β-Lactoglobulin displayed no heterogeneity of sedimentation coefficient, with only a single sedimentation coefficient required for its description. On the other hand, serum albumin showed some measurable heterogeneity.

Van Holde and Weischet (1978) described a method of testing for heterogeneity of sedimentation coefficient, which involves extrapolation of sedimentation coefficients calculated from sections of the boundary as a function of $t^{-1/2}$ to the point where $t^{-1/2} = 0$. Homogeneity results in convergence of the data to a single $s$ value. This approach has been used successfully by others (Geiselmann et al., 1992; Gill et al., 1991).

It must be noted that absence of heterogeneity in sedimentation analysis is no guarantee that all of the molecules have, for example, the same electrical charge, or the same biological activity. Partial deamidation of a protein sample, for instance, while having no significant effect on the size, shape or molecular weight, will increase the negative charge on the molecule at neutral pH. Thus, such a sample will show multiple zones in capillary electrophoresis, but will show no heterogeneity in molecular weight or sedimentation coefficient.

**Speed Dependence**

Occasionally it is found that the measured sedimentation coefficient depends on the angular velocity of the experiment. Sometimes, the observed sedimentation coefficient is found to increase with increasing rotor speed (Schumaker and Zimm, 1973). This is believed to occur through aggregation of the solute caused by sedimenting solutes leaving a wake behind them depleted of buffer ions but enriched in macromolecular solute; a sort of “tailgating” effect. Sometimes, with highly asymmetric molecules such as DNA, high velocities of sedimentation lead to orientation of the particles (Zimm, 1974). These effects are best overcome by working at the lowest practical angular velocity.
**Primary Charge Effect**

Most biological macromolecules are electrostatically charged, and to maintain electrical neutrality of the solution, each macromolecule is associated with a number of counterions. These counterions often have sedimentation coefficients orders of magnitude smaller than that of the macromolecule. Thus, when the macromolecule is induced to sediment in the gravitational field, the counterions lag behind, generating an electrostatic force that opposes the sedimentation (Figure 9).

![Diagram of Primary Charge Effect](image)

**Figure 9.** The primary charge effect. In the absence of added electrolyte, sedimentation of a charged macromolecule from its counterions is resisted by the resulting electrostatic field. In the presence of 0.1 M NaCl or KCl, this electrostatic field is greatly reduced.

For this reason, charged macromolecules in solvents of low salt concentration display sedimentation coefficients lower than that measured in isoelectric solutions. This primary charge effect may be overcome by making measurements in the presence of 0.1 to 0.2 M NaCl or KCl. A weaker, secondary charge effect exists with buffer salts such as sodium phosphate, in which anions and cations sediment with different rates (Svedberg and Pedersen, 1940). This effect cannot be overcome by addition of NaCl, or by extrapolation to infinite dilution (Schachman, 1959).
Association Behavior

When a macromolecule undergoes association reactions, the molecular weight of the particles increases, and so $s$ will increase with increasing concentration (Figure 10). The sedimentation pattern may be complex, depending on the rate at which association and dissociation reactions occur. When the rates of interconversion are slow compared to the time of the sedimentation experiment, each species can give rise to a separate boundary. In this way, the molecular weights, sizes and shapes of the various oligomers may be analyzed. When the rates of interconversion are rapid, the situation is more complicated, as briefly reviewed below.

![Graph showing concentration-dependent increase in weight-average sedimentation coefficient for DIP $\alpha$-chymotrypsin.](image)

\textit{Figure 10.} Concentration-dependent increase in weight-average sedimentation coefficient (determined from the movement of the equivalent boundary) for DIP $\alpha$-chymotrypsin. (Redrawn from Winzor et al., 1977, with permission of Academic Press.)

1. \textit{Monomer-dimer.} In this case, it has been shown that only a single asymmetric boundary is produced (Gilbert and Gilbert, 1973). The weight-average sedimentation coefficient of the \textit{equivalent boundary}, as determined from the second moment (Goldberg, 1953), increases with concentration, as shown in Figure 10, reflecting the increasing proportion of dimer in the solution. A study of the change in $s_{20,w}$ with concentration allows estimation of the equilibrium constant (Luther \textit{et al.}, 1986; Nichol and Ogston, 1967; Winzor \textit{et al.}, 1977).
2. *Monomer–*n-*mer*. In this case, when *n* is 3 or greater, the boundary is bimodal (Gilbert and Gilbert, 1973); two boundaries may be observed (Figure 11). The boundaries do not reflect the sedimentation of individual oligomeric species, but reflect the *reaction* occurring. Analysis of these reaction boundaries is complex, but enables estimation of the stoichiometry and the equilibrium constants (Luther *et al*., 1986; Winzor *et al*., 1977). Association behavior or isomerization may be mediated by ligand binding, which can also lead to complex boundaries (Cann and Goad, 1973; Werner *et al*., 1989).

![Graph](image)

**Figure 11.** Schematic appearance of a bimodal boundary for a hypothetical monomer-tetramer association reaction at four different concentrations. Neither boundary reflects accurately the sedimentation coefficient of the monomer or tetramer, but rather the reaction occurring between them.

---

**Band Sedimentation**

In *boundary* experiments, the density of the solution always increases from the meniscus to the cell bottom. In order to sediment solutes as discrete *bands*, a supporting density gradient must be present. Such density gradients are frequently prepared from concentrated sucrose solutions for use in preparative ultracentrifuges. It is also possible to generate a stabilizing density gradient in an analytical ultracentrifuge cell with the aid of a band-forming cell (Vinograd *et al*., 1963).
In a band-forming cell, a narrow zone of solution that contains the macromolecule of interest is layered over a solution containing an auxiliary solute such as cesium chloride, such that the density of the salt solution prevents the gross convection of the layer of macromolecule solution to the cell bottom. As sedimentation proceeds, macromolecules from the layer sediment into the salt solution. Diffusion of solvent from the layer, and some degree of sedimentation of the salt, combine to maintain a self-generating density gradient that stabilizes the sedimenting zones. Each zone can then be distinguished as a sedimenting bell-shaped profile of absorbance. This method is particularly well suited to study of DNA because of its high absorbance coefficient. Since the density and viscosity of the supporting density gradient change slowly as the density-generating solute redistributes in the gravitational field, it is difficult to obtain absolute sedimentation coefficients by this method (Stafford et al., 1990) but it is a convenient method for detecting changes in conformation or molecular weight, and for estimating the sedimentation coefficients of highly absorbing solute molecules, particularly if they are in short supply and not very pure.

**Active Enzyme Sedimentation**

Band sedimentation is well suited for a study of the sedimentation behavior of enzyme activity, in which a zone of enzyme solution is centrifuged through a supporting solution containing chromogenic substrate. Enzyme activity results in the migration of a moving boundary of product generated as the enzyme band migrates down the cell (Kemper and Everse, 1973; Seery and Farrell, 1989). It is also possible to perform a moving boundary study in which association equilibria can be more rigorously analyzed (Llewellyn and Smith, 1978).

The underlying theory is difficult and the method is prone to artifacts. Several authors have described in some detail the design of experiments and methods for calculation, and have discussed potential problems and how to avoid them (Cohen and Mire, 1971; Kemper and Everse, 1973; Llewellyn and Smith, 1978). Studies such as this are facilitated with sensitive optics and a computer interface (Seery and Farrell, 1989). Together with a measure of the frictional coefficient, e.g., from gel filtration, it is in principle possible to determine a reasonably accurate molecular weight for the active enzyme, even with tiny amounts of enzyme in a crude mixture.
Diffusion

An accurate estimate of the diffusion coefficient is needed for the determination of molecular weight from the sedimentation coefficient. In addition, the diffusion coefficient by itself gives information about the size and shape of the solute particles (Tanford, 1961).

The frictional coefficient of a molecule depends on the size of the particle; it is proportional to the radius, $R$, of a spherical particle:

$$f = 6\pi \eta R$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

The frictional coefficient increases with departure from spherical. For ellipsoids of revolution, $f$ increases with the axial ratio, and increases more for prolate (elongated) ellipsoids than for oblate (flattened) ellipsoids (Tanford, 1961). It has been conventional to compare the measured frictional coefficient, $f$, with that calculated from the molecular weight and specific volume on the basis of a smooth sphere model, $f_0$. The frictional ratio, $f/f_0$, has been found to be near 1.2 for globular proteins, and increases both with asymmetry, and with expansion such as brought about by unfolding to random coils in guanidine hydrochloride. Clathrin, the major protein of coated vesicles, shows a frictional ratio of 3.1 (Pretorius et al., 1981), consistent with the suspected organization of this molecule as a three-armed, branched, rod-like molecule.

The frictional coefficient of an oligomeric structure gives an indication of the organization and geometry, if the frictional coefficients of the subunits are known or can be approximated (Bloomfield et al., 1967; Garcia de la Torre, 1989; Harding, 1989; Van Holde, 1975).

The analytical ultracentrifuge can be used for measurement of diffusion coefficients in several ways. The most straightforward way, though it requires additional experimentation, is to use a synthetic boundary cell to create an initial sharp boundary, the spreading of which with time allows measurement of $D$ (Chervenka, 1969). For this type of experiment, the boundary remains approximately stationary, avoiding some of the complications of heterogeneity and self-sharpening.

With the use of the synthetic boundary cell, solvent (in dialysis equilibrium with the solution, of course) is layered over the solution as the rotor reaches about 4,000-6,000 rpm. At this speed, the increased pressure
of the solvent column is sufficient to force solvent through the narrow capillary between the sectors and on to the surface of the solution, and the boundary and meniscus are nearly vertical and in line with the optical axis. Scans of the cell contents at different times allow measurement of both the concentration in the plateau region, \( c_p \), and the concentration gradient at the boundary, \((dc/dr)_b\), by numerical differentiation of the data (Figure 12). If the boundary is symmetrical, its position will be that of maximum concentration gradient, and will occur at the point where \( c = c_p/2 \). The diffusion coefficient is calculated as \( 4\pi \) times the slope of a plot of \([c_p/(dc/dr)]^2\) against time in seconds (Figure 13).

---

**Figure 12.** Spreading of the boundary with time in a diffusion experiment with dextran \((M_w = 10,200)\). Measurement of the diffusion coefficient requires the concentration in the plateau region, and the concentration gradient at the midpoint, as a function of time.
Figure 13. Determination of the diffusion coefficient. The spreading of an initially sharp boundary of human spectrin was followed with time. The slope of the plot of \( \left( \frac{c_p}{(dc/dr)} \right)^2 \) versus time is \( 4\pi \) times the diffusion coefficient.

If a perfectly sharp boundary has been created, the plot will pass through the origin. However, any imperfections in the layering process will lead to the line cutting the time axis away from the origin, resulting in a zero time correction, \( \Delta t \). For valid results, \( D\Delta t \) should be less than \( 10^{-4} \) cm\(^2\) (Creeth and Pain, 1967).

Since \( D \) is concentration dependent, the value of \( D \) should be determined at a number of different initial concentrations, and extrapolated to \( D^0 \), the limiting value as \( c \) approaches zero. Measured diffusion coefficients may also be corrected for temperature and the viscosity of the solvent:

\[
D_{20,w} = D_{\text{obs}} \left( \frac{293.2}{T} \right) \left( \frac{\eta_{1, w}}{\eta_{20, w}} \right) \left( \frac{\eta_s}{\eta_w} \right) 
\]

It is important in these experiments that temperature equilibration be obtained before the run commences, to avoid convective erosion of the boundary.

An alternative method for analyzing this type of experiment is to take the values \( c_p \), \( r_{1/4} \) and \( r_{3/4} \); the concentration in the plateau, and the radial positions where \( c = c_p/4 \) and \( 3c_p/4 \), respectively. If \( \Delta r = r_{3/4} - r_{1/4} \), then \( D \) may be obtained from the slope of a plot of \( (\Delta r)^2 \) against time (Chervenka, 1969):

\[
D = 0.275 \text{ slope} 
\]
The value 0.275 comes from the width of a Gaussian distribution between the 1/4 and 3/4 levels.

Both methods effectively measure the spreading of the boundary, which is proportional to $\sqrt{t}$ and the diffusion coefficient.

The diffusion coefficient can also be measured from the spreading of a sedimenting boundary (Baldwin, 1957b; Svedberg and Pedersen, 1940). In the case of a pure solute, this approach allows the estimation of both sedimentation and diffusion coefficients in the same experiments. Problems arise, however, when $s$ and $D$ are concentration dependent (as they are in reality). Nevertheless, methods have been developed that allow approximations to be made, particularly if $s$ can be considered linearly dependent on concentration over a limited range (Baldwin, 1957b; Fujita, 1956, 1959, 1975; Van Holde, 1960).

The diffusion coefficient is affected by concentration in two opposing ways: thermodynamic nonideality increases the driving force for diffusion at higher concentrations, but the frictional coefficient also increases with increasing concentration.

$$D = \frac{RT}{Nf} \left(1 + \frac{cd\ln y}{dc}\right)$$

(25)

where $y$ is the activity coefficient of the solute in the g/L scale: both $y$ and $f$ increase with concentration. As a result, $D$ is less sensitive to concentration than is $s$.

Use of $s$ and $D$ for molecular weight determination is only recommended for pure solutes. For mixtures, the measured values of both $s$ and $D$ will be average quantities, but the type of average of each is somewhat different, leading to uncertainty in the molecular weight.

The diffusion coefficient is sensitive to heterogeneity. Polydispersity can be detected by comparison of the diffusion coefficient estimated from the spreading of a sedimenting boundary with the value obtained from a stationary boundary. Heterogeneity increases the apparent diffusion coefficient estimated from a sedimenting boundary compared to that measured from a stationary boundary (Schachman, 1959).

The advent of quasi-elastic laser light scattering now allows the diffusion coefficients of even very large particles to be measured in a matter of minutes (Bloomfield and Lim, 1978). For particles such as DNA
and viruses, boundary spreading is so slow that measurement of diffusion coefficients by classical methods takes days to months. Nevertheless, the very sharp sedimenting boundaries and high absorbance coefficients allow easy determination of $s$ at low concentrations. Combination of sedimentation velocity data with translational diffusion coefficients from laser light scattering allows maximum use of available data (Dubin et al., 1970; Tang et al., 1989).
Sedimentation Equilibrium

In sedimentation equilibrium experiments, a small volume of an initially uniform solution is centrifuged at a somewhat lower angular velocity than is required for a sedimentation velocity experiment. As solute begins to sediment towards the cell bottom and the concentration at the bottom increases, the process of diffusion opposes the process of sedimentation. After an appropriate period of time, the two opposing processes approach equilibrium (Figure 14), and the concentration of the solute increases exponentially towards the cell bottom. At equilibrium the resultant solute distribution is invariant with time. Measurement of the concentration at different points leads to the determination of the molar weight of the sedimenting solute (numerically equal to the molecular weight).

Figure 14. Schematic representation of sedimentation equilibrium. The flow of solute due to sedimentation (black arrows) increases with radial distance. This process is balanced at equilibrium by the reverse flow from diffusion (open arrows), which increases with concentration gradient. At equilibrium, the resulting concentration distribution is exponential with the square of the radial position.

The time required to reach equilibrium depends on the square of the length of the solution column in the radial direction; for a solution column 3 mm long that attains equilibrium in 18 hours, a 1-mm solution column will come to equilibrium in approximately 2 hours. For a 3-mm column length in a standard 12-mm double-sector cell, 120 µL are required. A 1-mm column length requires only 40 µL.
The most rigorous approach to analysis of sedimentation equilibrium is through the application of thermodynamics (Williams et al., 1958); at equilibrium, the total potential of solute is the same at all points in the cell. From a simpler, mechanical point of view, at equilibrium there is no net movement of molecules, so diffusional flow exactly balances sedimentation flow everywhere in the cell. Because the sedimentation flow is proportional to $\omega^2 r$, and $r$ increases towards the cell bottom, there must be a greater sedimenting tendency at the bottom of the cell. Consequently, there must be a greater balancing tendency for diffusion in the opposite direction. Because diffusion is driven by the gradient of chemical potential (which is dependent on the concentration gradient), it follows that the concentration gradient increases towards the cell bottom. It can be shown that, for a single, ideal, nonassociating solute:

$$M = \frac{2RT}{1 - \bar{v}\rho} \omega^2 \times \frac{d(\ln c)}{dr^2}$$

(26)

where $M$ is the solute molar weight (in g/mol), $\omega$ the angular velocity of the rotor, and $c$ the concentration of the solute (in g/L) at a radial distance $r$ from the axis of rotation.

This means that a plot of log (concentration) versus $(radius)^2$ for a single, ideal solute at sedimentation equilibrium yields a slope proportional to the molar weight. Alternatively, one can fit the data of $c$ versus $r^2$ to find the least squares best estimate of $M(1 - \bar{v}\rho)$.

The sedimentation equilibrium experiment is still the best way for determining the molecular weights of macromolecules. It is applicable to a wide range of molecular sizes, from sucrose ($M_r = 360$; Van Holde and Baldwin, 1958) to viruses ($M_r =$ many millions; Bancroft and Freifelder, 1970). For low molecular weight solutes, high angular velocities are required; the lower limit of molecular weight measurable depends on the maximum speed capable with the rotor or centrifuge. The upper limit of molecular weight depends on the stability of the rotor at low speeds, and the width of the meniscus. The high stability of the drive system of the Optima XL-A enables lower speeds (as low as 1,000 rpm) to be used with some confidence, and hence raises the upper limit of measurable molecular weight. At very low speeds, however, the solution meniscus is no longer nearly vertical, but displays more marked curvature as the centrifugal gravitational field decreases to become comparable with the earth’s gravitational field (Figure 15).
**Figure 15.** Schematic representation of the meniscus in a centrifuge cell. At high angular velocity (a) the meniscus is close to vertical and aligned with the optical axis. At low angular velocity (b) the meniscus is curved and is tilted with respect to the optical axis.

With the older refractometric methods, there was a bewildering array of methods developed to determine the concentration at the meniscus in order to measure the absolute concentration at any point. These problems have been circumvented by the absorbance optics of the Optima XL-A, with which concentration can be measured directly at any point in the cell.

**Subunit Structure**

Sedimentation equilibrium in native solvents allows determination of the molecular weights of stable oligomeric structures (Laue *et al.*, 1984; Laue and Rhodes, 1990; Millar *et al.*, 1969; Ralston, 1975; Woods, 1967). Investigation in dissociating solvents such as urea and guanidine hydrochloride (Kurzban and Wang, 1988; Laue and Rhodes, 1990; Millar *et al.*, 1969; Pretorius *et al.*, 1981; Woods, 1967) allows determination of the subunit molecular weight (or weight-average molecular weight if there is more than one distinct subunit), provided the correct specific volume in the denaturing solvent is used (Casassa and Eisenberg, 1964; Prakash and Timasheff, 1985). Highly
concentrated solutions of urea and guanidine hydrochloride are potential sources of additional large errors with refractometric methods (Marler et al., 1964; Woods, 1967); absorbance optics here are a distinct advantage.

**Heterogeneity**

When several species with different molecular weights are present, each will be distributed at sedimentation equilibrium according to equation (26). This means that higher molecular weight species will be selectively distributed towards the cell bottom, while the lower molecular weight species will dominate the distribution at the top of the cell (Figure 16). The greater the angular velocity of the rotor, the greater will be this partial fractionation. If the angular velocity is selected to be high enough that the concentration of solute at the meniscus becomes vanishingly small, then the meniscus region will be selectively depleted of the heavier species, and the molecular weight of the lightest species can be obtained from extrapolation of the average molecular weight to the meniscus (Yphantis, 1964).

---

**Figure 16.** Sedimentation equilibrium distribution of two different solutes. Data were simulated for two species: (o) $M_r = 40,000$; (Δ) $M_r = 80,000$. The angular velocity was 15,000 rpm, and a partial specific volume of 0.73 was assigned to both species. The distribution of total solute concentration in the cell is also shown (●).
In heterogeneous solutions, the measured molecular weight shows an increase from the meniscus towards the cell bottom, and the plot of \( \ln c \) versus \( r^2 \) shows upwards curvature. This plot must be checked very carefully (Aune, 1978), as upward curvature can be partially obscured by nonideality, and may not be visually apparent if different species exist with molecular weights within a factor of two of each other.

Tangents to the \( \ln c \) versus \( r^2 \) plot at various points yield average molecular weight (Aune, 1978; Kim et al., 1977; Teller, 1973; Yphantis, 1964), an average based on the proportion by weight of the various species present. This type of average is known as a weight-average molecular weight, \( M_w \):

\[
M_w = \frac{\sum M_i c_i}{\sum c_i} = \frac{M_1 c_1 + M_2 c_2}{c_1 + c_2}
\]  

(27)

for two species, of molecular weights \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \), and of concentrations \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in units of g/L, respectively. It is also possible to analyze heterogeneous solutions by fitting the \( c \) versus \( r^2 \) data directly with appropriate models (Johnson et al., 1981).

For a solution column of only 1 mm, and angular velocity such that the concentration at the base is about 3 times that at the meniscus, the weight-average molecular weight at the midpoint of the cell is very close to the weight-average molecular weight of the original sample before centrifuging (Creeth and Pain, 1967; Van Holde and Baldwin, 1958). This type of experiment is a convenient and rapid way of assessing samples.

When the concentration at the meniscus approaches zero, it is possible to calculate a number-average molecular weight, \( M_n \), based on the proportions by number of moles, \( n_i \), of the various species:

\[
M_n = \frac{\sum M_i n_i}{\sum n_i}
\]

(28)

The number-average molecular weight distribution in the centrifuge cell can be computed from the weight-average molecular weight distribution from meniscus depletion experiments (Kim et al., 1977; Teller, 1973; Yphantis, 1964). For a homogeneous solute, the ratio of \( M_w \) to \( M_n \) is 1.0. The greater the degree of heterogeneity, the greater the ratio of \( M_w/M_n \).

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments can be used to study the distribution of molecular weights in a polydisperse, heterogeneous solution, and to take into account effects of nonideality (Albright and Williams, 1967; Harding, 1985; Munk and Halbrook, 1976; Soucek and Adams, 1976).
Nonideality

Nonideality, arising from both the finite size of macromolecules and the charge they carry, tends to reduce the apparent molecular weight. With real solutions of a single solute, the measured molecular weight obtained from the slope of $\ln c$ versus $r^2$ is an apparent molar weight, $M_{\text{app}}$:

$$M_{\text{app}} = \frac{2RT}{(1 - \bar{v}\rho)\omega^2} \times \frac{d(\ln c)}{dr^2} = \frac{M}{(1 + cd\ln y/dc)}$$

(29)

where $M$ is the true molar weight. If the logarithm of the activity coefficient, $y$, may be expressed as a polynomial in $c$:

$$\ln y = BMc + CMc^2 + ...$$

(30)

then, over a limited concentration range, such that higher order terms can be neglected:

$$M_{\text{app}} \approx M \left(1 + BMc\right)$$

(31)

where $B$ is termed the second virial coefficient.

From equation (31) it is clear that as the concentration approaches zero, $M_{\text{app}}$ approaches $M$, the true molar weight. The higher the concentration at which the measurement is made, the lower will be the apparent molecular weight. While heterogeneity and association reactions both lead to an increase in the measured molecular weight with increasing solute concentration, only nonideality can lead to a decrease in apparent molecular weight with concentration (Figure 17).
Figure 17. Decrease in apparent molecular weight with concentration, reflecting nonideality. Human spectrin in low ionic strength buffer ($I = 0.009$) at pH 7.5 was centrifuged at 9,000 rpm and 30°C. The fitted line yields a molecular weight of 515,000 and a second virial coefficient of $7.2 \times 10^{-7}$ L mol g$^{-2}$. (Data from Cole and Ralston, 1992, with permission of Elsevier Science Publishers.)

The product $BM$, with units of L/g of solute, is a measure of the volume of solution from which each gram of solute excludes other solute molecules. For globular proteins, the value of $BM$ is smallest, with values near 6 mL/g. The value of $B$ is increased for expanded molecules that are full of solvent (such as unfolded proteins or nucleic acids), and for elongated, rod-like molecules, such as double-stranded DNA, and rigid rod-like proteins, such as myosin; the value of $BM$ for myosin is 150 mL/g (Tanford, 1961).

The effects of nonideality may, in favorable circumstances, be taken into account through use of composition-dependent activity coefficients (Chatelier and Minton, 1987; Minton, 1983; Schmidt and Payens, 1972; Wills et al., 1980).
Association Reactions

When a macromolecule undergoes association reactions, e.g., $2A \rightleftharpoons A_2$, the degree of association increases with increasing concentration from the law of mass action. As concentration becomes vanishingly small, the average molecular weight approaches that of the monomer. With increasing concentration, the weight-average molecular weight increases, reflecting the increasing proportion of oligomer(s).

Provided that equilibrium is attained, the concentrations of all reacting species will satisfy the requirements for sedimentation equilibrium, as well as the equations for chemical equilibrium, at all points in the cell (Kim et al., 1977). In these circumstances one determines at each point in the cell a weight-average molecular weight, corresponding to the proportions of the various oligomers at that point. For a self-associating molecule in the absence of contaminants, the average molecular weight is a unique function of the total concentration at each point (Kim et al., 1977). The relationship depends on the stoichiometry of the reaction (monomer-dimer, monomer-tetramer, etc.) and the various equilibrium constants. For example, for an ideal monomer-dimer reaction, with monomer molar weight $M_1$, equilibrium constant in the molar scale of $kM_1$, and total solute concentration $c$:

$$M_w = M_1 \frac{2\sqrt{1 + 8kc}}{1 + \sqrt{1 + 8kc}}$$

(32)

In the presence of nonideality, the concentration distribution at equilibrium leads to the apparent weight-average molecular weight, $M_{w,app}$. While the detailed analysis of nonideal association reactions is quite complex, it has been made tractable, at least over a limited concentration range, by the assumption that the same value of $B$ applies to all species (Adams and Fujita, 1963). With this assumption:

$$M_{w,app} = M_w/(1 + BM_w c)$$

(33)

Analysis of this type has been applied to discrete association reactions (monomer-dimer, monomer-tetramer, etc.; Sarquis and Adams, 1974) and to various indefinite schemes (Adams et al., 1978).

There is a further unique feature of the sedimentation equilibrium experiment that is especially important in self-association studies. The apparent weight-average molecular weight at any point in the centrifuge
cell for a reversible associating system at equilibrium is a unique and continuous function of total solute concentration at that point. This function depends on the various equilibrium constants and the effects of nonideality. It is independent of the rotor speed, initial loading concentration or radial position of the sample in the rotor. Thus, if a series of experiments with different loading concentrations or different rotor speeds is performed, the $M_{w,\text{app}}$ versus $c_r$ curves will superimpose on a continuous curve only if equilibrium has been attained and if all species in the cell take part in the association reactions (Kim et al., 1977; Teller, 1973; Yphantis, 1964). The presence of contaminants or the failure of the association reactions to reach equilibrium will be revealed by a failure of the data to lie on a single continuous curve. No other method has such a built-in test for attainment of equilibrium.

Thus, from a set of sedimentation equilibrium experiments, one can determine a set of $M_{w,\text{app}}$ values at different values of $c_r$; analysis of these data can lead to an assessment of whether equilibrium has been attained, the determination of the monomer molecular weight, the stoichiometry of the reaction, the equilibrium constant or constants that characterize the reversible association and a measure of nonideality (Figure 18). A very large number of different approaches to this problem have been documented (reviewed by Kim et al., 1977, and Teller, 1973).
Figure 18. Sedimentation equilibrium analysis of the self-association of a DNA-binding protein from B. subtilis. Three different loading concentrations (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 g/L) were examined at 32,000 rpm by the meniscus depletion technique. Satisfactory overlap of the three sets of data indicates that equilibrium was attained, and that no significant contamination was present. The combined data were described well by a nonideal monomer-dimer reaction. The decrease in $M_{w,\text{app}}$ at higher concentrations is a reflection of the nonideality. (Unpublished data of P. Lewis, R. G. Wake and G. B. Ralston.)

Most methods for estimating stoichiometry and equilibrium constants use the apparent weight-average molecular weight data as a starting point. For simple reaction schemes, such as monomer–$n$-mer reactions, it is possible to construct diagnostic plots (Adams et al., 1978; Chun and Kim, 1970; Roark and Yphantis, 1969 ). In this approach, various combinations of molecular weight averages and the concentration can be expressed as a linear relationship for a given stoichiometry (Figure 19). The stoichiometry can be accepted if the data conform to a straight line, from the slope of which the equilibrium constant(s) may often be obtained.
Figure 19. Diagnostic plots for assessing the self-association of β-lactoglobulin C at pH 2.46, and ionic strength of 0.1. In (a) the function \((1-f_1)/f_1\), where \(f_1\) is the weight fraction of monomer, is a linear function of \(c f_1\) passing through the origin for a monomer-dimer reaction. The slope yields the equilibrium constant. In (b) the function \((M_1/M_{w,\text{app}}) - [1/(2 - f_1)]\) is a linear function of \(c\) passing through the origin for a monomer-dimer reaction. The slope of the plot yields the value of \(B\). (Figures redrawn from data of Sarquis and Adams, 1974, used with the permission of Academic Press.)
Similar diagnostic plots have been developed for the isodesmic reaction model (Chun and Kim, 1970), in which a monomer may add to any pre-existing oligomer with equal change in free-energy:

$$A \rightleftharpoons A_2 \rightleftharpoons A_3 \ldots \rightleftharpoons A_i \ldots$$

Although in their simplest form, such expressions are based on the assumption of ideal behavior, it is possible to take nonideality into account (at least as a first approximation) through the use of the Adams and Fujita (1963) assumption of a single value of $B$ for all species. With this assumption, the nonideal terms may be eliminated by appropriate combinations of the various molecular weight averages; the resulting “ideal moments” may then be analyzed as for an ideal reaction (Adams et al., 1978; Roark and Yphantis, 1969; Sarquis and Adams, 1974).

For a given simple stoichiometry (e.g., monomer–$n$-mer), it is often possible to express the equilibrium constant as an explicit (but nonlinear) function of $M_{w,\text{app}}, c, B$, and the stoichiometry. This equation can be solved for $K$ given selected values of $B$ on the basis of trial-and-error (Deonier and Williams, 1970; Van Holde and Rossetti, 1967). If the stoichiometry is appropriate, and the correct value of $B$ is chosen, the calculated values of $K$ will be constant. However, if the stoichiometry is inappropriate, a constant value of $K$ cannot be obtained for any value of $B$.

One of the most frequently used methods of analysis is one that was originally used by Steiner in 1952 for light scattering data (for a more complete description of the method and its many variants see Teller, 1973). For an ideal self-association reaction, the total concentration of solute can be expressed as a simple polynomial in the concentration of monomer, in which the relevant association constants appear in the coefficients. Integration of a plot of $[(M_1/M_w) - 1]/c$ versus $c$ allows the determination of the quantity $c/c_1$. Successive differentiation of the $(c/c_1)$ versus $c_1$ data allows the evaluation of successive equilibrium constants. This approach can also be adapted to the nonideal case (Adams and Fujita, 1963). In this approach, however, uncertainties in the calculations accumulate at each step.

A variety of curve-fitting approaches allow assessment of the most appropriate stoichiometry, the monomer molecular weight, the relevant equilibrium constants, and the second virial coefficient from data of apparent weight-average molecular weight versus concentration (Cole and Ralston, 1992; Ralston, 1991; Teller, 1973; Visser et al., 1972). Iterative procedures are needed for nonideal cases and when $M_1$ is not known, but
with the availability of computers and nonlinear regression software, such procedures are now relatively accessible.

Chatelier and Minton (1987) considered the composition-dependent activity coefficients for self-associating systems through the use of scaled particle theory. They suggest an empirical relationship between the apparent weight-average molar weight, $M_{w,\text{app}}$, and the true weight-average molar weight, $M_w$, that may be valid for globular proteins at concentrations up to 400 g/L:

$$M_w = M_{w,\text{app}} \exp(7.86 \phi) \quad (34)$$

where $\phi$ is the volume fraction of the solution that is occupied by the solute molecules, modeled as equivalent hard particles. From this relationship, the value of $M_w$ may be obtained from the experimentally determined $M_{w,\text{app}}$ values. The $M_w$ versus $c$ data may then be analyzed by simpler methods appropriate for ideal systems to extract the stoichiometry and relevant parameters.

Computation of molecular weight averages involves differentiation of the ln $c$ versus $r^2$ data, which may lead to an increase in the noise. Milthorpe et al., (1975) avoided this problem through the use of the Omega function:

$$\Omega_r = \frac{c_r \exp [\phi_1 M_1(r_F^2 - r^2)]}{c_{r_F}} \quad (35)$$

where $\phi_1 = (1 - \bar{v} \rho) \omega^2 / 2RT$, $c_r$ is the total concentration at radial distance $r$, $r_F$ is an arbitrary reference position and $c_{r_F}$ the total concentration at that point. The Omega function in turn can be expressed in terms of the thermodynamic activity of the monomer, which allows the fitting of the Omega function with specific reaction models for assessment of the models and estimation of reaction parameters (Morris and Ralston, 1985, 1989; Ralston, 1991). For an equilibrium reaction, the Omega function, like the weight-average molecular weight, is a unique and continuous function of total solute concentration, and overlap of data from several experiments (Figure 20) may also be used to test for attainment of equilibrium (Milthorpe et al., 1975).
Figure 20. Sedimentation equilibrium analysis of human spectrin. Three samples of the protein at different initial loading concentrations (0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 g/L) were centrifuged at 7,200 rpm for 36 h to attain combined sedimentation and chemical equilibrium. The three sets of $\Omega_r$ versus $c$ data overlap satisfactorily, indicating attainment of both chemical and sedimentation equilibrium and absence of significant amounts of contaminants. Fitting of the combined data allows assessment of various models and estimation of the relevant equilibrium constants and second virial coefficient.

Apart from analysis of reactions through the use of molecular weight averages or the Omega function, the concentration versus $r^2$ data may be fitted directly with mathematical models to assess the appropriateness of the model and to estimate the parameters of the model: the equilibrium constants, virial coefficient(s) and stoichiometries (Haschemeyer and Bowers, 1970; Johnson et al., 1981; Lewis and Youle, 1986). This approach has the advantage that the data are not subject to transformations that may distort the error distribution; the concentration distribution computed from the parameters that give the best fit can be compared directly with the raw data. Attainment of equilibrium can be checked in this approach by consistency of the sets of parameters from different experiments at different angular velocities or with different loading concentrations. The topic of mathematical modeling will be covered in more detail by a subsequent publication in this series.
Electrophoretic and chromatographic methods are sometimes used to quantify the various species in association reactions. However, as soon as the individual oligomers begin to separate in these types of experiments, they are no longer in equilibrium with each other and may subsequently undergo further association or dissociation as the system relaxes to a new state of equilibrium. The results are only valid if the rate of re-equilibration is negligible, but these changes cannot be assessed.

The assumption of a single parameter, $B$, to take account of all nonideal interactions may be valid for some proteins over a limited concentration range; at higher concentrations, more complex expressions are required (Chatelier and Minton, 1987; Minton, 1983; Schmidt and Payens, 1972; Wills et al., 1980).

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments in the analytical ultracentrifuge are uniquely suited to this type of analysis because a range of concentrations is provided in each experiment, from low values at the meniscus to higher values at the cell bottom, and because the association reaction is studied at chemical equilibrium. Sedimentation equilibrium can be used to study association reactions in solutes with monomer molecular weights as small as that of $N$-methyl acetamide ($M_r = 73$; Howlett et al., 1973) and purine ($M_r = 120$; Van Holde and Rossetti, 1967) up to half a million (Morris and Ralston, 1989).

**Determination of Thermodynamic Parameters**

An understanding of the interactions between protein molecules requires answers to the following questions: which substances take part in the reactions? how many molecules of each are involved? what is the biological function of the interactions? what is the strength of interaction? which parts of the molecules are involved in the interaction?

The stoichiometry is a foundation on which additional knowledge (such as the hydrodynamic properties) may be built up to elucidate the overall configuration of the oligomer. The equilibrium constants hold information about the nature of the association reaction. The partitioning of the binding energy can be achieved from careful studies of the effects of environmental variables on the equilibrium constant(s) in order to determine the types of groups involved in the interaction.
The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant yields the enthalpy change for the reaction:

$$\Delta G^\circ = -RT\ln K = \Delta H^\circ - T\Delta S^\circ$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)$$

and

$$\ln K = \Delta S^\circ/R - \Delta H^\circ/RT$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)$$

If the enthalpy and entropy of association are constant over the temperature range of the experiments, $\Delta H^\circ$ and $\Delta S^\circ$ may be obtained from the slope and intercept, respectively, of a plot of $\ln K$ versus $1/T$ (Sackett and Lippoldt, 1991). However, if such a plot is not linear, $\Delta H^\circ$ may be obtained for specified temperatures from the local slope, and $\Delta S^\circ$ may be obtained from $\Delta G^\circ$ and $\Delta H^\circ$ by difference. In these latter cases, the association reaction is accompanied by a significant change in the molar heat capacity, $\Delta C_P$:

$$\Delta C_P = \partial\Delta H^\circ/\partial T = T\partial\Delta S^\circ/\partial T$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)$$

Examination of the relative magnitudes of these thermodynamic parameters allows assessment of the types of interaction involved in the association. Hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions are characterized by negative standard enthalpies and entropies of association; electrostatic interactions are characterized by small changes in standard enthalpy and a positive $\Delta S^\circ$; hydrophobic interactions are characterized by positive changes in the standard entropy and enthalpy and by a negative heat capacity (Ross and Subramanian, 1981).


**Detergent-Solubilized Proteins**

Proteins in membranes may often be isolated in apparently functional form by the use of appropriate nonionic detergents. The determination of molecular weight in these solutions (Mulzer et al., 1990; Schubert et al., 1983) formally requires a knowledge of the amount of detergent bound, or...
determination of the apparent specific volume of the complex, a luxury that comes at a heavy price in terms of amounts of protein required. Reynolds and colleagues have shown that knowledge of detergent binding becomes unnecessary, if sedimentation equilibrium experiments are performed in solutions where the density is the same as that of the bound detergent; under these conditions, the detergent becomes effectively transparent to the gravitational field (Reynolds and McCaslin, 1985; Winnard et al., 1989). Density adjustment is best done with D₂O; use of sucrose or salts to raise the density introduces the complication of preferential solvation. It is also imperative that the detergent be free of peroxide contaminants to avoid the possibility of artifacts (Schubert et al., 1983). Sedimentation velocity experiments, on the other hand, cannot be so easily corrected, as the bound detergent affects the size of the particle. Molecular weights of the subunits may be determined in a similar manner, but with the use of dodecyl sulfate (Tanford and Reynolds, 1976).

**Behavior in “Crowded” Solutions**

The environment within cells and biological fluids is often vastly different from the very dilute solutions studied in laboratories. It is becoming increasingly apparent that the crowded molecular conditions encountered in vivo can have dramatic effects on macromolecular interactions (Minton, 1983; Ralston, 1990).

Nonideal effects in concentrated solutions of macromolecules favor compact conformations and associated states (Minton, 1983). Reactions can occur in crowded solutions that are undetectable in dilute solution.

The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex of *Azotobacter vinelandii* exists in dilute solution as particles of sedimentation coefficient 17-20 S; in the presence of 3% polyethylene glycol, an inert space-filling molecule, these particles aggregate to form 50-60 S clusters (Bosma et al., 1980; Nichol and Ogston, 1981). Complexes between macromolecules may exist within the crowded cytosol that are not detectable in dilute solution (Minton, 1983; Ralston, 1990).

The analytical ultracentrifuge is amenable to the study of crowding effects. Crowding effects may be studied in model systems in which the macromolecule of interest is in the presence of a relatively high concentration of inert solute such as sucrose, dextran or polyethylene glycol (Murthy et al., 1988). The absorbance optical system of the Optima XL-A is well suited to this type of experiment, since the concentration distribution of protein or nucleic acid can be measured, largely unaffected by the presence of the nonabsorbing inert solute.
Sedimentation equilibrium measurements allow the investigation of both the self-interactions of macromolecules at high concentrations (Brian et al., 1981; Minton and Lewis, 1981) and the crowding effects of solutes like sucrose or dextran on association and conformation equilibria as a model of crowding processes in vivo (Shearwin and Winzor, 1988). When thermodynamic information is lacking, sedimentation velocity experiments can also provide an approximate measure of the effective radius of macromolecules.

**Archibald Approach-to-Equilibrium Method**

This method uses information of the concentration gradients, at the meniscus and base during the early stages of an equilibrium experiment, in order to calculate molecular weights. It is based on the fact that, as no solute can cross the meniscus and base, there can be no net flow of solute there, and the conditions of equilibrium apply (Archibald, 1947; Schachman, 1959). The advantages of this method, that it was well suited to schlieren optics, and that times of centrifugation were relatively brief, are no longer as important as they were; high speed experiments and short solution columns have considerably decreased the times required for equilibrium experiments (Sackett and Lippoldt, 1991), and this method is rarely used now. However, there is potential for its revival for use with absorbance optics and appropriate software (Holleman, 1973).

Holladay (1979) has described a method whereby both the sedimentation coefficient and the molecular weight may be obtained from the early stages of a sedimentation equilibrium experiment, on the assumption that $s$ is independent of $c$. The method yielded satisfactory estimates of the molecular weights of several proteins, but was less accurate for the determination of $s$. Application of more rigorous criteria, while involving intensive calculation, should be possible now with the ability to collect large amounts of data, and with a computer dedicated to the experiment.
Density Gradient Sedimentation Equilibrium (Isopycnic Sedimentation Equilibrium)

This approach relies on the banding of a macromolecule within a gradient of density at a point where \((1 - \bar{v}\rho) = 0\). It has been termed equilibrium banding or isopycnic sedimentation equilibrium. With this method it is possible to measure the buoyant density of a particle, and to make analytical separations based on differences in this buoyant density (Meselson et al., 1957; Szybalski et al., 1971). In a preparative ultracentrifuge, it is also possible to isolate preparative quantities of the separated species.

In this type of experiment, a solution of the macromolecule in an appropriate concentration of the density gradient solute is centrifuged until equilibrium is attained. Redistribution of the density gradient solute, usually cesium chloride or cesium sulfate, leads to a density gradient from the meniscus to the base, and the macromolecules migrate to the position in this gradient where the density of the solvated particles equals that of the solution. Knowledge of the initial concentration of the gradient material, its molecular weight and partial specific volume, and its activity coefficient as a function of concentration allows the calculation of the equilibrium density gradient (Hearst and Schmid, 1973; Minton, 1992), and hence determination of the buoyant density of the macromolecule. The density gradient may also be calibrated with markers to determine the effective local gradient in the vicinity of the macromolecular solute (Hearst and Schmid, 1973).

Historically, this technique has been used primarily for the analysis of nucleic acids. The great sensitivity of the method to small density differences, such as that brought about by replacement of \(^{14}\text{N}\) with \(^{15}\text{N}\), has led to significant advances in our understanding of the mechanism of nucleic acid replication (Meselson and Stahl, 1958).

Differences in buoyant density can arise from differences in composition, for example in base composition of nucleic acids (Sueoka et al., 1959), and can be manipulated by the incorporation of compounds such as bromouracil (Szybalski et al., 1971). Changes in buoyant density also arise from differences in solvation and ion-binding (Ifft and Vinograd, 1966; Pedersen et al., 1978a). The buoyant density of a macromolecule depends on the local composition of the solution, and may be different in
different gradient materials, or at different pH values (Ifft, 1973; Szybalski et al., 1971).

The buoyant densities of proteins are a function of pH; deprotonation of carboxyl groups, for example, leads to increased binding of cesium ions, with an increase in buoyant density, while deprotonation of lysine residues leads to the loss of binding of the less dense chloride ions, also leading to an increase in buoyant density (Ifft, 1973; Pedersen et al., 1978a).

The width of the band of macromolecules is a function of the molecular weight, as well as of the steepness of the local density gradient (Hearst and Schmid, 1973) and the heterogeneity of the samples. For high molecular weight materials, like DNA, the bands may be very narrow. Because of the high absorbance of nucleic acids, these materials are well suited to study by means of absorbance optics; only a few micrograms are required. With proteins, on the other hand, the width of the band may occupy a large part of the cell (Ifft, 1973). It is also possible to examine the buoyant densities of crystalline materials, which form extremely sharp bands (Pedersen et al., 1978b).

It should be noted that in density gradient work, the molecular weight and specific volume of the macromolecule as determined from the position of the band are not those of the anhydrous species because of substantial interaction with the gradient-forming solute (Ifft and Vinograd, 1966). Because the buoyant density is determined in a solvent that is very different from dilute aqueous solutions, its inverse should not be used to approximate the partial specific volume that is appropriate for dilute aqueous solutions.

Equilibrium density gradient sedimentation is especially useful in the examination of the assembly of complex macromolecular structures and for the study of hetero-molecular associations; e.g., protein-nucleic acid interactions and protein-lipid interactions (Adams and Schumaker, 1970). Because of the very different partial specific volumes of nucleic acids and proteins in such systems, changes in molecular weight may be small, yet accompanied by useful changes in density, permitting the collection of information that cannot be obtained by any other method.

Preparative centrifuges are often used for preparative isolation of specific materials in density gradient sedimentation. Nevertheless, analytical instruments allow both analysis of experiments in progress, and the rapid development of protocols for density gradient work.
Relationship with Other Techniques

Any physical measurement is sensitive to a particular property (or group of properties) of the system under study. It is clear that a single technique cannot provide all the answers that a researcher wishes to know. Only by judicious application of a number of different techniques, sensitive to different properties, can a clear and unambiguous picture emerge.

There has been a tendency in recent years to apply methods that are quick, sample efficient and cheap. The routine use of sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium experiments for examining sample purity have been replaced largely by simpler, more sensitive, less expensive and more rapid electrophoretic and chromatographic methods. Gel electrophoresis allows extremely high resolution separation of many species in a mixture, with many samples being run at the same time. For semiquantitative exploratory work, that is obviously attractive and efficient. However, while gel electrophoretic methods are undoubtedly sensitive and convenient for the detection of contaminants, there are several ways in which these methods may fail: (1) very large aggregates may not enter the gels; (2) very small contaminants may be eluted from the gel during fixing and staining; and (3) some components may not stain.

For more quantitative work, methods with a more rigorous base are needed. Estimates of molecular weight from gel filtration and gel electrophoresis are about as precise and reliable as estimates made from sedimentation coefficient alone (Van Holde, 1975). Both are based on assumptions of shape for the particles. However, combination of both data allows (as a reasonable approximation) the elimination of the gross assumption. The chromatographic behavior reflects more clearly the frictional coefficient rather than molecular weight; by comparing with suitable standards of known frictional coefficient (or diffusion coefficient) these methods give reasonable estimates of $D$, which, together with $s$ from analytical ultracentrifugation, can give a more accurate, less ambiguous estimate of $M$ (Siegel and Monty, 1966).

On the other hand, mass spectrometry is capable of extraordinary accuracy and precision for the determination of molecular weight of pure proteins (Jardine, 1990). The method is less applicable to polydisperse samples, nor can it be applied to studies of reversible association or non-ideality. Methods with a thermodynamic foundation, such as osmotic pressure and light scattering, are well suited to this latter function, especially in high concentrations (Minton and Edelhoch, 1982). These methods
do not offer the enormous advantage of sedimentation equilibrium of covering a wide range of concentrations in a single experiment, nor the built-in test for attainment of equilibrium, and considerable practical difficulties make them difficult to apply.

The molecular weights of very large molecules, such as RNA and DNA, are difficult to measure accurately by means of sedimentation. Viscometry and viscoelasticity may be a more convenient method; combination of such molecular weight data with sedimentation coefficients (which are simpler to determine than are molecular weights) leads to information about conformation (Freerksen et al., 1990). Empirical relationships between sedimentation coefficients and molecular weights for particular classes of compounds (such as DNA) can also be useful for estimation of approximate molecular weights (Freifelder, 1970).

Hydrodynamic properties reflecting the sizes and shapes of macromolecules may be studied by means of electrophoretic and chromatographic methods. The greatest advantage of electrophoresis at present seems to be its superior resolution, particularly in the technique of capillary electrophoresis. For assessment of homogeneity such resolution is an obvious benefit, particularly as electrophoretic methods are sensitive to charge, a property that only indirectly affects sedimentation. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in all its various flavors, also offers quantitation and excellent resolution, based on a number of different chromatographic principles. If one is investigating heterogeneity, then the use of at least one of these methods is almost mandatory.

Both gel filtration (Winzor, 1981) and affinity chromatography (Bergman and Winzor, 1986) also offer the promise of quantitative analysis of interactions. Ligand binding is amenable to analysis by means of radiolabel methods in a variety of forms, and to fluorescence and absorbance spectroscopy.

Conformation changes, reflected in small changes in hydrodynamic properties (Kirschner and Schachman, 1971), or accompanying association reactions (Shire et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1973) may also lead to substantial changes in fluorescence, absorbance, optical rotation and circular dichroism. Detailed study of the 3-D arrangement of the atoms in suitable macromolecules may be achieved through X-ray crystallography and multidimensional NMR.
The area in which analytical ultracentrifugation is unsurpassed is the study of association reactions at equilibrium. However, even here, ambiguities may require the recruitment of other techniques. It may often be difficult to distinguish between several models that describe the experimental data equally well. In such cases, electrophoretic or chromatographic methods, though not thermodynamically rigorous, may provide the resolving power to discriminate between the competing models. For example, the self-association of the protein spectrin, from red blood cell membranes, may be described equally well by a model involving an indefinite series of species: dimer, tetramer, hexamer, etc., or models that are limited to three or four species (Morris and Ralston, 1989). Acrylamide gradient electrophoresis, however, allows the resolution of species at least up to the dodecamer. On these grounds, we would reject the limited models.

Electron microscopy allows the visualization of macromolecules in vacuo, and after treatment by some means to enhance contrast. The relevance of these images to the structures that exist in solution may be assessed by comparison of measured molecular weight with that calculated from the dimensions of the images (Laue and Rhodes, 1990; Peters et al., 1992; Van Holde et al., 1991) and by comparison of the measured sedimentation coefficient with that computed from the geometry of the images (Garcia de la Torre, 1989; Van Holde, 1975).

Radiation inactivation allows estimation of the size of large protein complexes in membranes, as they exist in the membrane, and without the need for solubilization. However, the possibility of artifacts is always present, and such methods should be complemented by others to develop a consistent model.
The Future

Careful, quantitative studies of self-association of proteins have led to an increased understanding of the forces involved in association, and by extension, those forces also involved in protein folding. However, the relative contributions of the different types of force have been difficult to separate and evaluate in the past. Traditionally, one could exploit the effects of changes in solution conditions: temperature, pH and ionic strength (Aune and Timasheff, 1971; Aune et al., 1971; Cole and Ralston, 1992; Luther et al., 1986; Ralston, 1991; Sackett and Lippoldt, 1991; Tindall and Aune, 1982). Additionally, some perturbation could be studied through the use of specific chemical modification or the availability of genetic variants (McKenzie, 1967).

With the power of site-directed mutagenesis to generate specifically modified proteins almost at will, the ability exists now to explore the effects of specific amino acid replacements on the thermodynamics of association reactions and protein folding (Newell and Schachman, 1990). At the very least, analytical ultracentrifugation will be a useful adjunct for monitoring possible changes in conformation and quaternary structure.

Also, the use of recombinant technologies to generate reasonable quantities of proteins that exist in vivo in tiny amounts, but which may have profound biological activities, now allows the physical characterization of these important proteins (Arakawa et al., 1991; Gill et al., 1991; Yphantis and Arakawa, 1987), as part of the overall understanding of their functioning. No longer is the protein chemist restricted to physical characterization of albumin, chymotrypsin and milk proteins; although thorough study of these readily available proteins undoubtedly laid the foundations for current understanding of protein structure in general.

The recent availability of biologically interesting proteins has prompted a surge of activity in the determination of tertiary structure by means of crystallography and multidimensional NMR, particularly with those proteins that are involved in regulation of gene expression. These types of studies are compromised by the presence of contaminants or by association reactions; NMR signals are broadened with increasing molecular weight. Careful assessment and control of the self-association of such proteins under the conditions of the NMR experiments are prerequisites for meaningful analysis of their tertiary structures.
There is growing interest in the study of complex, high molecular weight structures that may exist within the cell, stabilized by the presence of high concentrations of space-filling molecules in the cytosol. To understand fully structures such as multi-enzyme complexes, protein-nucleic acid complexes, and cytoskeletal assemblies will require a combination of techniques including gel electrophoresis, electron microscopy, and sedimentation analysis. Sedimentation methods provide access to the study of such systems that cannot be provided by any other analytical method.

Self-association of proteins has yielded to quantitative analysis by means of sedimentation equilibrium methods. The problem of heterogeneous association is more difficult, but is not intractable. Success has been achieved with interactions that can be studied under conditions that approximate ideality (Lakatos and Minton, 1991; Lollar, 1987; Mulzer et al., 1990; Nichol and Winzor, 1964; Poon and Schumaker, 1991; Tindall and Aune, 1982). The effects of nonideality in heterogeneous associations are also under scrutiny (Nichol and Winzor, 1976; Nichol et al., 1976; Ogston and Winzor, 1975).

Progress is expected in more complex systems: the organization of the crystallins of the mammalian lens (Augusteyn et al., 1988); assembly of supramolecular structures such as virus coats (Correia et al., 1985), actin filaments (Attri et al., 1991), and tubulin (Sackett and Lippoldt, 1991); competition between inter- and intra-molecular interactions in DNA (Ross et al., 1991); and protein-DNA interaction (Hansen et al., 1989).

Much of the fundamental theoretical work on sedimentation analysis was done by Svedberg and his colleagues before 1940. In the two decades following, a great deal of refinement was made to the theory. Sadly, much of this has since been neglected. The Model E analytical ultracentrifuge, although beloved by those who knew it, was frightening to the newcomer. The theory was often difficult, and the amount of manual calculation required for some of the more sophisticated analyses was daunting. With the use of computers, things were not much better; each specialist had his or her own program that ran on a particular computer, and the data still largely had to be transcribed by hand.

With the advent of the Optima XL-A, there is now the possibility of some uniformity and portability in computer programs. The data are collected automatically by the controlling computer, and whereas the collection of 100 points would have been a herculean task in the past, it is now possible to collect many times this number of points. With massive amounts of good quality data available, and built-in computer power, it is now possible to perform routinely, with a minimum effort on the part of the operator, analyses that once would have been unthinkable.
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